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Transportation Officials Say
Money Alloted For 12th Street
stockpile his materials through the
Kentucky Department of Transportation, Bureau -of-ElighwWys7 has-- winter mOhtlis." Hodges said he anticipated paving being completed in
the money to buy rights-of-way for the
1979 with the new road possibly opening
million Twelfth Street
estimated
late next year or early 1900.
four tailing project, The Murray Ledger
The newspaper earlier this year
& Times has learned.
learned Kentucky Governor Julian
Also, officials are expected to soon
Carroll committed $4.2 million to build
take bids for final paving of fourdaned
a bypass south of Benton cceinecting
U.S. 641.
U.S. 64Lavith Purchase Parkway.
Robert -Bob" Hodges, district
"The Secretary of Transportation
enginner for the bureau, said "funds for
Calvin Grayson has authorized
is
rights-of-way
purchase of
preliminary design of that road. He's
authorized" with the project "expected
authorized funds for design, rights-ofto begin real soon."
way and part of utility movement,"
The four laning project will connect
Hodges said.
existing sections of four-lane roadway
that presently end at Sycamore Street
According to officials,the first step in
on the south side of town and Utterback
acquiring property that will replaced
Road to the north.
by Twelfth Street widening cosiHodges said also that "grade and
struction is a title search to determine a
drain work is about complete" op a
clear title on property. Following that
four-laning project for U.S. 641
search, the property undergoes an
beginning just north of Murray to the
appraisal process. Following the apsouth side of Benton.
praisal, negotiators for the state high"As of Oct. 20, the Marshall County
way department step in and offer the
section was 74 percent complete and
we've made a lot of progress since then.
property owner the appraised value of
The Calloway section was 87 percent
the property. Hodges said officials will
offer -relocation assistance" to
complete as of Oct. 20 and we've made
property owners. He indicated that all
considerable progress there," Hodges
said
„
rights-of-way must be cleared and
Combined grade and drain projects
utilities along the street moved before
federal money is made available for
for both the Calloway section and the
construction.
Marshall section are expected to cost
The estimated completion date for
over $8 million, officials say.
the four-Inning through the city is 1982,
"The (U.S. 641) surfacing project is
officials say.
still scheduled for the Nov. 17 bid letNElle'OURTHOUSE PAINTING-Terry Hannah shown here scraping
Hodges said the right-of-way
ting. Both the Calloway and Marshall
old p t from a column on Calloway County Courthouse in preparation
acq_uisitiop process aind relocation ..of
sections will be let in one
ea-- ---..ifffltfirtttreitrifre-aWfirtirn
for painting. Standing at the top of the platform is.Keith_CasszjiLs4 ,--- 0408,..eam
e- -aas-saasa7---ria-raa
project,":7gog a major
eciiiiirthouse is u11in
----'
="IndleiefrrelffiltriftitirWWOrrarS.Th—
He estimated that it will be the fall of
The district engineer said,"...We
outside ttonosation. Workmen installed a new dock recently. The roofwill
generally try to let surfacing contracts, 1980 before a contract is let on the
be reworked and columns andother sections of the outside will be repainproject and it will take two construction
in the fall so that the contractor can
ted.

Signs Agreement With Three Agencies

Hospital To Provide Hearing Clinic Facilities
By KATHY M.HODGE
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has signed a contractual agreement
with the Crippled Children's Services,
Kentucky DeOartment for Human
Resoiwees,Bureau for Health Services,
to provide medical treatment facilities
for patients of the Murray Crippled
Children's Hearing Clinics.
The first of the monthlyslinics will be
held on Wednesday, Nov. 15, at the
Murray State University Speech and
Hearing Center. Future clinics will be
held on the third Wednesday of each

month at Murray State University.
Staff physician for the Murray clinic
is Dr. Phillip Klepper. Dr. Klepper is
Murray's first ear, nose, and throat
specialist and is one of only a few in
Western Kentucky. He began his
private practice and-joined the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Medical
Staff in July of this year.
Patients at the Crippled 'Children's
Hearing Clinic will receive speech and
hearing screening. A staff of
audiologists and technicians from the
paduca h Crippled Children's Services

and MSU will assist Dr. Klipper in
testing the children and diagnosing
their language or hearing difficulties.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will provide the medical facilities
whenever surgery or hospitalization ia
necessary.
Patients are admitted to the clinic by
appointment through the Crippled
Children's Services office in Paducah.
Children already under treatment by a
physician must be referred to the clinic
by that physician. Children not already
-

11,u41---

in a physician's care may be referred to
the clinic by a health agency or an
individual.
Following the childs' initial
examination and testing, a diagnosis is
made. The child's eligibility for further
ireatment at the Ate is based on his
diagnosis and his family's financial.
status.
The Murray clinic is,open to patients
throughout the Jackson Purchase.
Hearing clinics in Paducah, Hopkinsville, Henderson, and Madisonville
also serve the Western Kentucky area.

otiations Kit with New Wrinkle
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By The Associated Press
Egypt's President Anwar Sadat has
injrected a new wrinkle in the
Washington peace talks saying he
would "not be astonished" if the treaty
negotiations break off.
The obstacle to a quick signing of a
treaty remained the issue of linkage how far Israel is willing to go in committing itself in the Egyptian-Israeli
agreements to negotiate the political
future of the Palestinian-populated
West Bank of the Jordan River and
Gaza Strip.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, winding up a Canadian tour,
summoned his top negotiators to
Toronto for a discussion of what he said
were "problems" at the peace table.
The State Department in Washington
said Begin would end his visit tomorrow

and return to Israel via New York,
where he will meet briefly with
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance.
A White House official- protrayed
President Carter as being increasinly
worried about the talks. "I think for the
first time there has begun to become a
sort of gnawing concern about this
thing," the spokesman said.
An Israeli spokesman in Washington
said Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
and Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
would consult with Begin about a new
Egyptian call for specific commitments
"of an operational character" on
theZPalestinian issue. Meanwhile, a diplomatic source said
the , New Egyptian proposals involve
efforts by Sadat to establish target
dates for putting into effect aspects of
Israel's pledge to grant the

Palestinians full autonomy.
Israeli spokesman Naftali laivie said
the Egyptians presented the new
proposals to Dayan and Weizman
Thursday night.
Egypt, trying to answer charges that
it is abandoning the Arab camp. has
been seeking as strong a link as
possible between the bilateral pact and
the Palestinian issue. But the Israelis
are balking, saying the two items
should be considered separately.
Before leaving Toronto, Dayan told
reporters,"Our position is that there
shouldn't be a linkage or even a mixture of the discussions, that we should
do one thing at a time:"
Asked about Sadat's warning of a

•

possible breakdown in the talks, Dayan
replied: "If he tries hard he can
that."
achieve
The two Israeli negotiators met with
Begin at his Toronto hotel and flew
hick to Washington last night

seasons bdore the pritiect is completed.
Hodges also updated other highway
building projects in the area:
- According to the district engineer,
the KY 94E bridge project which calls
for widening and straightening the road
and widening bridges is still in the
design phase

- tie said 'highway officials are
aiming for a Dec. 1 opening of about 1,0
miles of Interstate 24 from U.S. 60 west
of Paducah to another section beginning in McCracken County southeast of
Paducah. But he said that, contrary to
what has been reported in some press
accounts, the Dec. 1 opening date is
"not definite yet."

Dr. John D. Lovett, an Owensboro
physician, will give the response from
the family following a dedicatory addresi by United States Congressman
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield.
Wells Lovett, also of Owensboro and
an insurance executive, also is expected to speak during the ceremonies.
Both are sons of Mrs. Lovett and her
husband,Joe,a former publisher of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
President Curris will preside during
the ceremonies, which are scheduled
following an open house period
beginning at 9115 a.M. and during
which visitors will have an opportunity
to tour the newly remodeled building.
Max B. Hurt, Kirksey and a member
of the Class of 1927, will give the invocation, and the Murray State choir,
under the direction of Robert K. Bear,
will present "Drink to Me Only With
Thine Eyes," an old English air and a
favorite of the feurid&e.
The choir also will present another cf
his favorites, "Battle Hymn of The
Republic" as the ceremonies draw to a
close. The benediction will be given by
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter, a
member of the Class of 1946 and a
Calloway County Fiscal Court has
nephew of Dr. Wells.
scheduled a meeting Tuesday, acMrs. Marie Taylor will beat the piano
cording to a spokesman.
and the faculty brass trio -composed
The 1 p.m. session will be In the ofof Robert Scribner, trumpet, John
fices of Calloway County JudgeHancock, horn, and Marta Hofacre,
Executive Robert 0. Miller.
- will provide special music
trombone
the
open
to
meetings
are
Fiscal
court
,
throughout the morning.
public.
Originally constructed in 1925, the
dormitory was the third building built
on _ the Murray campus and was
designed originally to house 316 women.
With exceptionaef two brief periods, it
served for 44 years as a women's
dormitory.
The newly-remodeled structure will
house the offices of the president and
his staff, the vice-president for
Murray-Calloway County Parks ' academic programs, and the dean of
Beard will hold -its- neat--regniarly-e- the College-Of Efiliiiiiii-Development and
scheduled meeting Tuesday, Nov. 15, at
Learning. Three departments in that
7:30 p.m. in- Calloway County Cour-Professional Studies,
college
Instruction and Learning and
thruseinesssch
- eduled for the session
Psychology - also will have offices
includes:
there.
- Status reports on the relocation of
A heritage room, to be furnished with
the L & N freight depot and on the youth
mementos from the institution's early
basketball program;
days, will be on the main floor, and a
- Appointment of new committees
meeting room for the board of regents,
and discussion of the board's meeting
including a press and spectator area, is
time.
on the second.

A daughter and two grandsons of the
founder of Murray State University will
participate in the program Saturday,
Nov. 18, when a former dormitory
named in his honor is rededicated
following a year-long, $1.7 million
renovation program converting it into
an office building.
Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett, Owensboro, daughter of Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
who also was the institution's second
president, will join Murray President
Constantine W. Curris in the unveiling
of a portrait of her father in one of the
highlights of the 10 a.m. ceremony, to
which the public is invited. Painted by
artist Jack Hodgkin of Winchester, it
will hang in the outer area of whet will
be the president's suite and where the
dormitory's main parlor once was.

For FHA Loan
Murray State University women's basketball coach
Jean Smith says her team plans to rebound from the
dismal 10-19 mark last season with a single solution. Find
out what her solution is by reading sports editor Tony
Wilson's profile of the Lady Racers squad. See the sports
section.

Warm this afternoon and
becoming partly cloudy tonight
and tomorrow. Highs today in the
705. Lowstonight in the 50s. Highs
Sunday in the lower 70s. lams in
the 50s. Chance of rain Sunday
- evening.
Keatucky Extended Forecast
Variable cloudiness Sunday
through Tuesday with chance for
a few showers on Monday -and
- Tuesday.

Atchley's Angle
4
Business Page
8,9
Classifieds
Comics. • •. ...... •-••------ a
Crossword
•
•
Dear Abby.. 41111
10
Deaths & Funerals
10
Dr. Lamb
Horescope
rascal Scene
Opinion Page
Outdoor Lore

Applications
The deadline is nearing for farmers
wanting to apply for low cost Farmers
Home Administration loans due to the
severe conditions last winter.
According to a spokesman, the application-deadline for farmers to apply
here is Nov. 15. The low interest
emergency loans are available to
farmers who sustained physical losses
a result of the snow, ice and sever
winter conditions from Jan. 8 to March
15 of this year.
Applications for Farmers Home
Administration emergency loans for
farmers who sustained low crop yields
sustained during the summer droughtlike conditions here will continue to be
processed for several weeks, the
spokesman said.
WELLS HALL DEDICATION: This was the scene on Nole6, 192, as Wells Hall, Murray State Normal Schoors new.
Farmera needing more information
$274,000 residence hall for women was originally dedicated. Kentucky Cos-. William I. Fields and judge Edward C. about the loans can contact the Farmers Home Administration office
.O'Rear, chairman of the state's Normal School Commission .were the speakers. Of. Rainey T. Wells,founder of the
school and for whom the structure was mimed,is pictured in the right inset, while Da John Wesley Carr the first
located on South Jimtown Road, Highhedingt reslapy,„sourrt,ed.jotta...itri-etijce.buildinga wdlbe.
way 45N, Mayfield, Or by calling 247- president, is pi( turi._d in_the one on the nt.
Congressman-Cart.o11.110b.hard the principalsilesattrs.
'
.www`mleciltalize in cis-ft-moil-J.,
--"`"041"k'
•••481fier--l!'"` '
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Fraaces Drake

Saturday, November 11
Murray Postuffice will be
closed in observance of
Veterans Day holdiday.

Sunday,November 12
Murray State thuversity
Brass Trio will present a fall
concert in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at 3:30 p.m. This
is open to the public at no
charge.

_

November 13
1.Tedminy;tievesaliee-44
Sigma Department, Murray
Circles of First United
Woman's Club, will meet at Methodist Church Women will
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
meet as follows: talc* Waters
with Mrs. Jim Stiller, Sr.,
Russell's Chapel United Bessie tucker with Mrs. Thage
Methodist Church Women will Uddberg, and Maryleona
meet at the church with the Frost with Mrs. Hugh
program by Emma Sue Houston, all at 9:30 ash, and
Hutson.
Faith Doran in Senior Youth
room of the church at 2 p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Murray Branch of AAUW
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
will meet in Room 322,Special
the church.
Education Building, Murray
State, at 7:15 p.m. Persons
Arts and Crafts for senior
attending should use north
citizens and adults will be at
entrance.
side
St. John's Center, 1620 West
Main Street, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Call 7534029 by 3---p.m. for
their • annual
have
transportatioil
Thanksgiving potluck dinner
at the Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
Christmas Decoration Clinic
will be held at Fellowship Hall
Murray Star Chapter No.
of the First Baptist Church at
Order of the Eastern Star
433
7 p.m.
will meet at the Lodge Hall at
Golden Circle Class of 7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
Martin's Chapel United
have 'a salad supper at the
Methodist Church Women are
church.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
Santa Claus pictures,
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the home sponsored by Xi Alpha Della
Chaper of Beta Sigma Phi,
of 7.effie Woods at 7:15 p.m.
will be made at Sears from 6 to
8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, November 14
Shrine Ladies will sew at 10
Groups of First Baptist
a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Church Women will meet as
William Moffett.
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Ruth Warren Group of Billinton at 9 a.m.; II with
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Mrs. R. W. Churchill at 10
a.m.; III with Mrs. Bailey
will meet with Ava Watkins.
Ftiggins at 2 p.m.
-Gratili-WW-Yirsl Christian
TV
Documentary
on
Church CWF will meet with
Hunger, "Distant Thunder,"
Mrs. Bailey Gore at 7:30 p.m.
film on Indian famine of 1945,
Homemakers Clubs will will be shown on Kentucky
meet as follows: Countryside Educational TV at 8 p.m.
at DeVanti's at 10 a.m.; Paris
Tuesday, November 14
Road with Amy Wilson at 1
Wind Sinfonietta
will
p.m.; Coldwater with Bobbie
Adams; New Providence, present a concert in Recital
Hall of Fine Arts Building,
place not announced.
Murray State, at 8:15 p.m.
k
Tuesday, NovemRin
Ellis Center_will_he open
"Great Firpeciatiees," IA?
from ten a.m.- to 3 p.m. for English film classic, will be
activities by the Murray shown a 7 p.m. in the Student
Senior Citizens with devotion Center Auditorium, Murray
at 10:05 a.m., bazaar com- State, as the scond program of•
mittee meeting at 10:30 a.m., the International Film
lunch at noon, and band to Festival.
play at Convalescent Division
of Murray-Calloway County
Wood Power displays,
Hospital at 1 p.m.
demonstrations,
and
literature will be shown at
Murray TOPS Club will Empire Farm, Land Between
meet at the Health Center at 7 the Lakes from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
p.m.,

FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1978
What kind of day will surround you. Look forward to
tomorrow be' To find out what an unusually novel evening in
the stars say, read the a very original setting.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hale will
forecast given for your birth
SAGITTARIUS
be honored on their 50th
Sign.,'
( Nov. 22 to Dec.
wedding anniversary with a
Climb out of the doldrums. reception at the community
ARIES
Murray Music Teachers
.V% Instead of feeling sorry for room, North Branch of
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
.
Y
.
Association will present their
• Don't be tempted to tangle yourself, make an effort to Peoples Bank,at two p.m.
with authority on a matter help someone who is very
students in a concert at the
that's totally out of your much in need of assistance.
Holly Berry Bazaar will be choir room of the new Fine
control. Best sit this round out. CAPRICORN
held at the First Presbyterian Arts Building, Murray State
TAURUS
Church, 16th and Main University, at 2:30 p.m. The
(Dec.
to Jan. 20) V
,Apr. 21 to May 21)b
public is invited at no charge.
Your attitude toward a Streets.
That incredible intuition of member
of the opposite sex
yours is sharp today. Folio* will
programs on
Special
Annual bazaar of Creative
undergo a change. What
jour instincts if you don't was
total disinterest may Arts Department- Murray "Soundsations" on WKMS-FM
want to make a serious error..
Dime into romancem,ar mice - Woman's CIO, will be trout 9 will be heard as the MSU radio
13174/N1
rest
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway nation attempts
versa.
•
May 22 to June 21)
funds.
County Public Library.
Keep your lively sense of AQUARIUS
humor under control, because (Jan. 21 to Feb. 111)111:
Chili supper, sponsored by
Sunday,November 12
Despite your inclination to
you'll be dealing with people
Murray Assembly No. 19
Chorus of Music Departwho take life seriously. Save go, go, go, avoid overdoing
work, play, exercise, and Order of the Rainbow Girls, ment of the Murray Woman's
the laughs for tomorrow.
will be served from 6 to 8:30 Club will have a rehearsal at
socializing.
CANCER
p.m.
at the lodge hall. Chili, the club house at 1 p.m.
( June 22 to July 23)ape) PISCES
pie, and drink will be $1.50 per
All of the irons you have in ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Peer pressure nearly person.
the fire are heating up nicely.
TV Documentary on hunger
Before too Ice* several pet overwhelms you, but stick to
On "The Fight for Food" Part
Southwest
Fall
Calloway
projects should be suc- your point of view and do only
I will be shown on Kentucky
what YOU want to. Don't Festival will be held at the Educational TV at 7 p.m.
cessfully launched.
compromise
school
supper
p.m.
on principles.
with
at 6
LEO
and games and fun at 6:30
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Monday, November 13
YOU BORN TODAY have p.m.
Stop wasting time on a
Rangers and Rangerettes of
the
ability
to work diligently.
• difficult project. Put it aside,
Hog Processing will be the Woodmen of the World will
and turn your creativity to Your math aim is to be sucshown
at Homeplace-1850 in have a pizza party at Pagliai's
cessful,
and
you
believe
that
other work. You need a
Land
Between the Lakes from from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
breather before you can solve persistence can help you attain that goal. You have 9 a.m. to.5 p.m.
the problems involved.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
variety of talents — not the
VIRGO
Captain Wendell Oury Beta Sigma Phi will make
least of them is your easy way
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Haste will make more than of getting along with others. Chapter of the DAR will meet Santa Claus pictures at Sears
waste today. It will delay you You have a flair for in- at the home of Mrs. Wells from 6 to 8:30p.m.
in the long run, and may even vestigation that might lead Purdorri, Sr., at 1:30 p.m. with
Need Line Board of
sabotage the project that is you into police work, law, or Dr. finghie Lawson as
Directors will meet-- at
scientific reseal
—;e1. Other speaker.
uppermost in your mind.
Triangle Restaurant at twelve
interests: the arts, the outLIBRA
doors, medicine. Your charm
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Four Wheel Pull, sponsored noon.
You'll be tempted to speak and outgoing personality win by the American Legion, will
Parents Anonymous will
candidly but, in the interest of you many friends and make be held at Livestock Show and
peace and tranquility, you'd youthe life of every gathering. Exposition Center, Collge meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
be wiser to hold your tongue. Birtdate: Princess Grace of Farm road, at 7 p.m.
Monaco;
DeWitt
Wallace,
at 7:15 p.m. Call 759Streets,
SCORPIO
1792 or 753-9261 for int Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV' publisher; Auguste Rodin,
Allen Funt will present"The formation.
Exciting
vibrations sculptor.
New Candid Camera Show" at
FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 13, 1978
8 p.m. in the Student Center
Singles Unlimited will meet
Auditorium. This is open to the
VIRGO
in the social hall of the First
public
at
no
charge
and
What. kind of day will . (A
was
u& 24 to sept. 2.1)
United Methodist. Church at
tatritirrOliberro rind outitit
7:30
p.m. This is open to any
Although
you
are
not
a
the stars say, read the
'
person who is easily taken in
adult over 18 years of
single
forecast given for your birth
Special
programs on
by a sales pitch, take care. "Soundsations"
Sign.
on WKMS-FM age.
- Today you're susceptible to
will be heard as MSU radio
blarney.
ARIES
Documentary
TV
on
station attempts to raise
LD3RA
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)er
Hunger, "The Fight For
funds.
Calm down, and don't let (Sept. 4 to Oct. 23)
Food" Part II, will be shown
Speak softly but be prepared
emotions carry you away. -If
at 3 p.m. on Kentucky
Sunday,November 12
to defend your views. Don't be
you let your head rather than
Educational TV.
music
touring
a
Truth,
your heart deal with swayed in a matter involving
company of 16 members, will
principle.
prpblems, you can solve them.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
present a concert at the First Health Center, North -7th and
TAURUS
SCORPIO
t Apr. 21 to May 2t)ti4iC, (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVel* Baptist Church, Murray, at Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Your enthusjasm about
Your finances need looking 8:30 p.m. Note the later hour
social plarelbould cause you to after today. Tie up loose ends, to accommodate mernbers of'
be careless when you should check statements, get a better other churches following their
cdibcentrate on the work at idea of the entire picture.
services The publiclk invited.
•
hind. Keep enthusiasm in SAGITTARIUS.
cheek until p.m. hours.
( Nov. 23 to Dar. 21)st
Land Between the Lakes
GIBMIN1
If you can keep yourself activities
will
include
fiday 22 to June 21)
from jumping to the wrong Songbirds At Your Window at
You'll need a good sense of conclusions, you'll discover
The topic for all meets by
Kevin Bowen of Murray is
humor today — and you have there's a good reason for a 1:30 p.m. and Edible Wild
team this year is
the
Foods at;3 p.m., both at Center an active member of the
one — because a series of friend's
seeming
"providing job opportunities
Station.
Debate
Team of Rose-Hulman
minor mishaps might get a thoughtlessness.
Institute of Technology at for all Americans who want
lesser person down.
CAPRICORN
jobs."
Joint recital by Mike Perry, Terre Haute,Ind.
CANCER
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201V
In a meet held at Makin
Paris,
bass
trombone,
and
(June 22 to July 23
In a romantic matter, it Michael J.
University, Decatur, Ill., on
The
team
composed
of
Shore,
Savanna,
U you give the matter would be wiser to keep the
vocalist, will be at 2 p.m. Bowen, Dwight Dively, Keith Oct. 21, the junior varsity unit
enough thought, you'll be able other party guessing. Don't
to determine the reason foe a reveal your true feelings now. at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Hovda, and Peter Kehoe, of Bowen, Hovda, Kehoe, and
Spokane, Wash., Mark Bates, Renfro was awarded the
Annex, Murray State.
problem that exists between AQUARIUS
Lafayette, Ind., Kevin second place overall trophy
you and someone you love.
•••
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)-41.b.
Liekhus,
Omaha, Neb., John with Bowen and Renfro being
Disco,
sponsored
LEO
by
A delightful surprise will
Rasp,
East
Alton, HL, Jim cited as second best afHousing
( July 24 to Aug. 23,d41
Programming
memorable.
this
make
day
You are too careless when it Good vibrations all around — Council, will be at Hart Hall Renfroe, New Castle, Ind., firmative unit and Hovda and
John
comes to personal relation- from family,- friends, neigh- Coffeehouse from 8 p.m. to and
Schulster, Kehoe being named second
ships. People don't like being bors, co-workers.
midnight. Admission will be 25 Pleasantville, Iowa,competed best negative.
Bowen is a graduate of
taken for granted!
in a junior varsity meet at Ball
cents.
PISCES
State University last weekend. Calloway County High School.
!Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
The wheel of fortune is
spinning in your direation.
jCU5 Tom
This is 4 good day .to take a
ILT
chance, but consider the odds • K.ITC44N
• carefully.
CABINCT,

21)

Kevin Bowen Wins
Honors In Debate

no,"

Mtirrayans
EnrolletkAv---Centre College

OtEllithers
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YOU BORN TODAY have
natural charm, an outgoing
way, an optimistic outlook.
You instinctively know how to
put others at ease, and are at
your best in social situations.
You receive many invitations
and are well liked by those
who know you. You make
friends wherever you go. You
could get by on charm alone,
but if you apply your many
talents great things are in
store because you have a
definite magic when it comes
to money-making.

1
1•
0
6
0
4 4
$40
$111411$11‘°
•
Si Main,sleak. four
golden-fried shrimp mates,
potato, Stockade Toast.
Thursday thru Saturday this month,
lunch or dinner!

•
,•••••-•••••

tat

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Your Individual
Horoscope

DANVILLE
—
Three
'students from Murray — Jill
Austin, Michelle Kelly and
Elizabeth Watson — have
enrolled as freshmen at
Centre College of Kentucky.
They are among 224 new
students at Centre this fall.
Total enrollment is 754.
Miss Austin, the daughter of
Janice Austin and Dr. Clegg
Austin, is a 1978 graduate of,
Murrray High School. In highl
school, she was a member of
the tennis team, cheerleading
squad, student council and
newspaper staff.
Miss Kelly, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Prue Kelly, is
also a 1978 graduate of Murray
High School. She was a
member of the band and
National Honor Society.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Watson, Miss
Watson is a 1978 graduate of
Murray High Schott where
she was a member of the
National Honor Society, the
newspaper staff and co-editor
of the high school annual.
Centre College is a liberal
arts college located in the
central Bluegrass region of
Kentucky. Chartered in 1819,
Centre is in its 169th year of

The Land Bank
...money to keep
the farm
in the family

EDI7

'Dealt Abil
,
Helping Hands Get
A Knuckle-Rap
By Abigail Van Buren
1975 b Caucapo Trstx•n• N

DEAR ABBY: Please say something to well-meaning
friends and relatives who insist on crowding into the kitchen
to help serve a meal even after you have said no. thank you,
to their offers.
They block the passageways, the stove, the refrigerator
and cabinets, and they think they're helping you. I've
worked many hours preparing a good meal, but before I
get it served, I'm ready to-go to bed!--When a hostess refuses my offer to help. I retreat, return
to the other guests and keep the conversation going. How I
wish everyone would do me that way. Sign me...
NO HELP WANTED
DEAR NO HELP: There's • wonderful peals by Susan
Sawyer that you might want to hang is year kitchen. Its
been in my alums, but apparently it's time fee a reran.
PLEASE STAY AWAY FROM MY KITCHEN
"Please stay away from my kitchen
From my dishwashing, cooking and such;
Yee were kind to have offered to pitch in
But thanks, no, thank you so much!
Please don't think me ungracious
When I ask that you leave me alone;
For my kitchen's not any too spacious
And my routine is strictly my own.
Tell you what: You stay out of my kitchen
With its sodden, hot, lacklustre lures —
When you're here, stay out of my kitchen
And I promise to stay out of years!"
DEAR ABBY: I'm going with a dynamite guy. His friends
say he has an IQ of a genius.
What's an IQ?
LEON A
•
DEAR LEONA: As IQ is the umber millet is supposed
to indicate a person's level of intelLigilsce. It is one's mental
age las shown by intelligence tests) multiplied by 100 and
divided by one's chronological age.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Ban 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

Doris Brittain

Wednesday, November 15
Rape Crisis program will be
at Masen Hall, Nursing
Building, Murray State, at
4:30 p.m. and at 7 p.m.

RARE LIBRARY
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A
1478 edition of Ptolemy's
"Cosmographia" on vellum is
among the priceless treasures
in the coflection of the
American Geographical
Society recently moved to the
University of WisconsinMilwaukee.
The new library site was
selected by the society after a
nationwide search for a
suitable home for the
collections.

V News"00 INC.
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Rita Cavitt
are now associated with

'art and
Time an

Sue-Z-Q's
Beauty Salon
Dixieland
Center

Rita is working Wednesdays through
Fridays and Doris is working Wednesdays through Saturday.

Call 759-1800
For An Appointment

Walk Ins

Welcome

An Away Game? See A_Ntoviett_

•

11====

2nd Big Weak!
7:26,915+ 2:30San.
Itli blow your mind!

BURT
•REYNOLDS
4
4- "THE'ElMo„

One of agriculture',, toughest challenges
is keeping the farm in the family. It
takes long-term planning and, often,
long:tenn credit. For more than three
generations, the Land Bank has helped
farm families pass along what they,have
• worked so hard to build. We may be
able to help you, too.

nine Thor.
46`
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A TRUE LOVE STORY..
For (rayon( who I•ehrty. In happy riding.

United Artists
late Show Fri. & Set. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only Must Neve ID.

The Bank of Generations

The continuing true story of isli Kinmont.
woman with enough courage for ten
lifetimes and a man with enough love
to carry them both
A

*THE OTHER SIDE OF
— THE MOUNTAlfsl'
l' SIC I
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Fri., Set., Sun. Only
Open 6:45.Start 415

OMB
• tote
Show

Miariems MIS

Fri. & Set.

302 North 7th
Mayfield,Ky.

1140
LAND BANK
-Ifiev/whem,

An epic fantasy ,
erpeace and magic. 1-"I

a • • • time movie
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It is our privilege this
for peace. But these veterans
Veterans Day to honor a very
know, better than anyone else
special group of Americans, could know, that peace can be
those who have served with- won and pre
- served only by a such -distinction and pride-In-- people who are -willing and'---our Armed Forces. To these
strong enough to defend it.
men and women, whose service
They know that as soon as our
spans our country's history, we
country ceass_s_ to be the home
owe our gratitude. It is their
of the brave it will cease also to
sacrifice and dedication that
be the land of the free.
have made and preserved us as
As President Carter has said:
a nation. Today, it is fitting that
"The blessings of liberty
we pause to remember their
which our ancestors securedgreat contribution.
for us are today, as they have
Traditionally, Veterans Day
always been, the birthright of
was observed on November 11
every American. They-- have
and, until 1954, was called Ar- remained--so---because--in--each
mistice Day. On that day, sixty
generation there have been
years ago, the Great War en- men and women who have been
ded.
willing to suffer the hardships
President Wilson set the day and sacrifices necessary to
aside in annual remembrance
preserve our rights for future
of those who fought and died in
generatiohs."
the most costly and bitter, war
The example of-our veterans
in history. It was the hope and speaks for itself. All of us are
dream of Americans that the
beneficiaries of the veterans we
world_ was then indeed safe-for honor The frreedom.s__we__enjoy
were won by these men and
democracy.
women at great cost. It was
President Wilson believed
that henceforth nations would their bravery and conviction,
work together as a community their willingness to endure hardship and danger, to risk even:
to maintain the peace of the
world,the peace won so dearly. death, that have secured the
And so it seemed proper that blessings of liberty for us. We
the war's end should be are greatly in their debt.
But we owe them more than
celebrated as a national
w
gratitude. Those vrte aiiN dead
holiday.
Proclaiming the first Ar- — a one poet said, "because
mistice Day; President Wilson they did not choose to live and, -Bible'Thought
shame the land from which
said:
"To us in America,the reflec- they spring" — these veterans
The Lord came. . . and called
"Samuel, Samuel." Then Samuel •
tions of Armistice Day will be cannothear our thanks. We owe
answered, "
.Speak, for thy servant
filled with solemn pride in the to them, to all veterans, more.
heareth." — I Samuel 3:10.
heroism of those who died in the We owe to them the promise
country's service, and with that their sacrifices shall not A react/ response to the call of God to
gratitude for the victory, both have been in vain. Their examduty is the first requirement of anyone
who will ever succeed as a prophet of
because of the thing from which ple must continue to inspire_ us.
God, or a servant of mankind, or a
it has freed- us, and because of We must pass on to our descensatisfaction to himself.
the opportunity it has given dants no less a legacy than that
we inherited from our
America to show her sympathy
With peace and justice in the predecessors.
And so we, who enjoy the
council of nations."
We now know, however, that benefits of their sacrifices, are
peace demands continuing ef- joined today to honor our
fort and renewed sacrifice. veterans to rededicate ourTime and again, in this cen- selves to their values, and to
tury, Americans have respon- resolve that our effort shall be
ded to their nation's call, a call no less than theirs.
that often led to loneliness,
If the trend shown during last
Today Inilistory
Tuesday's General Election continues,
clanger, and,for some, death.
voting may become a lost art.
. We must remember that ours
We'll have to re-train our up-andAssociated
The
Press
By
has never been a militaristic
- coming voters on rudiments of judging
Today is Saturday, Nov. 11, the 315th
nation. War has never been
the merits of candidates and then
day of 11178. There are 50 days left in the
popular with the American
taking the time and effort to go and
year.
vote.
people. Large standing armed
Today's highlight in history:
The voter who made it to the polls in
On this date in 1918, World War I
forces have never been com1978
may be a rare animal years from
armistice
of
signing
an
ended
the
with
fortable to them.
now.
railway
Foch's
Marshal
French
car
in
And so it is, that whenever inWith that in mind, this television
in the forest of Compiegne, France.
ternational conflict overtook
interview could take place in the
On this date:
our nation, it was always a forfuture....
In 1889, Washington was admitted to
The television camera focuses on a
ce largely of private citizens the Union as the 42nd state.
clean-cut
Ten
man facing the tube with
years
ago:
An
unmanned
Soviet
who fought our wars.
microphone in hand. -He's standing in
spaceship was launched toward the
To them, the normal way of
front of a sign that reads 'Shady Rest
moon, stirring speculation the Soviets
life was home,family, church,
Retirement Home.'
would try to be the first to put a man on
business and friend's, and the
"My name is Luke Lark. Our show is'
the lunar stirface.
called 'On The Road' and today we're
freedom to enjoy them. Making
Five years ago: Egypt and Israel
about to talk with an old fellow who is
signed a cease-fire agreement to end
war was not to their liking. But
the last known person who voted in the
and
fighting,
high
two
officers
the
of
when they were called, they left
General Election of 1978. His
countries began their first major direct
their families, their businesses, talks
name...Claude Crumb..."
since 1949.
and their homes, took up arms,
The camera momentarily rips out of
One year ago: Prime Minister
focus and we're confronted with Luke
and fought.
Menachem Begin of Israel asked Arabs
again. This time he's sitt.ing beside an
We remind ourselves also
to join Israelis in a silent oath of no
elderly
man.
bloodshed
and
wars,
no
more
no
more
that these citizen-soldiers were
"Mr. Crumb. You're the last known
threats.
more
not seeking gain or fame. Their
surviving voter of the General Election
Today's birthdays: Comedian
country called, ad they anof 1978. I understand you just
Jonathan Winters is 53 years old.
swered. It was as simple as
celebrated your one hundred and third
Former movie star Pat O'Brien is 79.
birthday. That is amazing..."
that. They saw it as a civic
Thought for today: Delays have
"Thank you," the old man wheezes.
dangerous
ends
William
—
duty, and they performed that
"How does it feel to be 103?" Luke
Shakespeare,
1564-1616.
after
each war, these
duty. And
asks.
veterans returned to build a
The camera focuses in for a head-shot
Mrray
Ledger
&
Umes
stronger country. Their conof the old fellow, "How do you expect
me to feel?" the old man growls "I feel
tributions in war and peace
Publisher
Walter I, Apperson
Editor
like
Ft
Gene
I'm 163," he wheezes age tn.
McCutcheoe
invaluable
our
been
to
have
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
The camera quickly zooms back to
every
afternoon
except
Sundays,
July
1,
Christnation.
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by Luke. "Ahern...Yes...I suppose you do
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.
Today, there are more than
feel like you're 103. Say, Mr. Crumb,
Murray, Ky. 43071.Second Class Postage Paid at
twenty-nine million living
Murray,Ky 43071
young people nowadays don't really
SUBSCRIPTION IATFS In
served by
know about voting the way it was done
Americans who have served in
carriers, $2.75 pet month, payable in advance
By matt in Callow, County and to Benton, Harin your day. Now we have the tomour -armed forces. Although
din, Mayfield, Sedana and Farmington. KY . and
peters.
;verything is done elecParis,
Buchanan
and
iPuryear,
Th.
$1030
represent
'section
cross
per
a
they
year By mail to- other destinations. $2000 per
tronically right from our own homes.
year
men
American
society,
these
of
Back then you had to actually drive a
Member of 'Associated Press. Kentucky Press
and women hhve much in comAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
oar to the ...ahem...I believe they called
Association
mon. They share an American
it a polling place.. where you signed
The Associated Press is excluinvely entitled to
republish lbral news or/Ifinated by The Murray
your name and walked into a little
hatred for war, for its destruc[Adger Si Times aiWell as all other AP news ,
booth
and pulled some levers to vote. It
TELEPHONE
desolation.
NUMBERS
They
have
and
tion
Business Office ..... .
75.3 1916
. .
was all....ah...very crude compared to
Clasillied Advertising
known its ravages and the suf75.1-1911
what we have now in the Space Age..."
Retail 4 Display)Advertising.
75.3-1919
fering it brig..They wish, like
Circulation ..
.
753-1915
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Reluctant Soldiers
Whenever we hear tales of the Civil
War, most of us picture brave young
men, eager and ready to go off into
battle, to defend their homes and fight
for their beliefs. Evidently this was not
always true; as in later wars, voluntary
soldiers became fewer and fewer as the
war progressed, until the government
was forced to put conscription into
action. That is, men were drafted into
service.Some of the more wealthy were
allowed to "buy" replacements for
them, but the poor country boy who was
conscripted had little choice — either
go to war or hide.
•
A rather amusing story concerning
this was included in Jerry Wayne
Cook's history of the Cook family. He
found this article in the May 21, 1891
issue of the Shelbyville (Tennessee)
Gazette. It seemed that one of his ancestors, Jack Cook, had gone home on
sick furlough and just decided that he
had had enough of war, so had not
returned, as had many others. The
article is entitled, "The Eighteenth
District in Time of War:"
"When the conscription was run like
a mad bull over the country, and a
desperate effort made to put the con-

,

10 Years Ago
The trailer home of Gary Jobsion on
Murray Route 2 was destroyed by fire
today shortly after noon.
Staff Sgt. Frank Gibson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Quinton Gibson of Murray, is
an duty with the Strategic Wing at UTapan Airfield, Thailand.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Louvinia Maynard, Woodlawn, Tenn.,
killed today in a traffic accident on
Highway 121, New Concord Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Brandon
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Joyce Anne, to Roger Stevens Gordon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gordon.
Don Shelton, Mike Smith, and Bill
Heise of Murray High School were
named to the All. West Kentucky
Conference football team. These three,
along with Denny Nall, were also
'named to the Class A District One
championship team.

By Lowell Atchley

Sandra Kay Bedwell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oacus Bedwell of Kirksey,
was named queen of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau at the convention held in
Louisville. Charles Byers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Byers of Murray, was
first runnerup in the king state contest.
The J. T. Hale Motor Sales of Murray
has acquired the dealership of Pontiac
to add to its line of Oldsmobile and
Cadillac, according to Cook Sanders,
manager.
The Murray Knights of the Atomic
Valley Basketball League beat Farmington 74 to 70 in their opening game
of the season. Adrian Smith of Farmington ripped the net for 51 points,
and Newton of Murray hit for 23 points.
Mrs. E. C. Parker directed the
program on "Name That Flower" at
the meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.
Glindel Reaves gave the musical accompaniment on the marimba.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Elvis Presley starring in "King
Creole."

scripts in the army, then itwas that
incidents happened that will be told to
the third and fourth generation, of those
who took part in the life-drama of those
memorable times.
Notwithstanding the Cavalry, conscript hunters scoured every nook and
corner of the district where cavalry
could ride, yet it was impossible to
catch the wary conscript, except when
he would venture home for rations and
clean clothes.
Only one thing in the world a conscript hunter would show more
'eagerness to find than a 'conscript —
The Murray Lions Club will sponsor
and that was whiskey. Some of the
an All Male Beauty Show on Nov. 18 at
conscripts after being caught, bought
the Murray High School auditorium.
their freedom with a quart--of white
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eva
whiskey. Whiskey could not always be
Wells Howard, 80, and D. G. Stubfound as a ransom, therefore other
blefield, 51.
means had to be resorted to.
The Almo Community Club will
One cool evening three men had gone
present a play, "Wanted-A-Man" on
to the house where they were waiting
Nov. 20 at Almo High School Cast
for a warm supper, when all at once the
members will include Mesdames
clank and clatter of a body of cavalier/
Raymond Lewis,Goebel Roberts,Mary
were heard dashing up to the yard gate.
Carr, Otis Brittain, Buel Hargis, Cecil
All three broke out the back door.
Taylor, Hayden Morris, Alvah
Forbes took ,in the situation at once,
Galloway, Carl Wiley, Newman
rushed under the house, and hid himself
Grogan, Hershel Pace, Ray Ross,
between the body of a large dog and the
Milton Walston, 0. L. Cain, and Joe
hearth wall of the chimney.
()Wham.
Simms dashed into a thicket nearby
Mrs. D. J. Miller and Mrs. Leonard
and made his way to the river bluff,
Wood presented the program at the
where he was safe from pursuit.
meeting of the Kirksey High School
Shearin sres not so Successful, being
Parent-Teacher Association held at the.
halted, and seeing them raise their
school.
guns, became a prisoner.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
The hunters then searched every part
and Mrs. Will Rogers on Nov. 1.
"
of the house and finding no one, a
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Lieutenant ordered one of his men to
"Swiss Miss" starring Stan Laurel and
looknoder the house. Forbes heard the
Oliver Hardy;-------order and silenty prayed for the dog to
lie still, which he did, while he hugged
the earth closer than ever.
The soldier, after a careful peep
Alben W. Bar.kley was elected
under the house, swore there was
senator and Noble J. Gregory as
nothing there but the biggest dog he
congressman in the general election
ever saw. After a short stay they went
Jim Hart and Scudder Galloway were
their way, taking Shearin with thaw.
elected to the Calloway County School
The soldiers made several captures
Board.
that day, and among them was Jack
A new building for the New Concord
Cook. The captured were all taken to
High School is being constructed by the
Shelbyville and put in a store house on
WPA, according to Supt. T. C.-Arnett.
the east side of the square.
The November term of Calloway
Shearin never lost his cheerfulness
Circuit Court will convene here on Nov.
and showed himself to be in good
14 with Judge Ira D. Smith presiding.
spirits. The next day about noon,
Frank Lancaster has been named as
Shearin quietly asked Cook,"Jack, how
manager of the Capitol Theatre sucwould you like to see Nancy tonight?"
ceeding Clifton Morris who has been
Cook, who was awfully down in spirit,
here for several years.
said, "Oh, Newt, don't taunt me with
Births reported this week include a
such a question. You know I would give
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Miller and a
everything I have to see her and the
girl to Mr. and Mrs" Leon Crider, both
children once more." Shearin said to
on Nov. 9.
him,"Cheer up; keep cool, and do as!
The Bank of Murray will have open
tell you when the time colnes and we
house in its new building on Nov. 18,
will both see our wives tonight."
according to George Hart.
That evening about sunset, Shearin
picked up an old musket which stood in
a corner and told Cook to pick up the
water bucket (which was intentionally
Herbert Hoover and Charles Curtis,
empty). He opened the door and both
Republicans,
walked out, Cook in front with the
were elected as president
a
and vice-president of the United States
bucket, and Shearin behind, acting to
in the general election; however
perfection the part of a guard.
Calloway County gave its majority of
• When on the square, and no one near
votes to the Democratic candidates,
enough to hear, Shearin told Cook when
Alfred E. Smith and Joe T. Robinson.
they got to the big spring and filled his
Deaths reported this week include
bucket, he must make an excuse to go
John Mac Meloan, Parks Riley, 8,
on one side of the big hill.
Frank Hays, and Guy Harding, 62.
Sure enough, he did as he was told,
The November term of Calloway
anb both walked off and kept walking,
Circuit Court will convene here on Nov.
passing the hill, and were fortunate
12 with Judge Ira D. Smith presiding.
enough to pass the picket line without
Waylon Rayburn and Wells Overby
trouble.
will represent Murray State Teachers
A few miles below Shelbyville, the
College in the first intercollegiatemusket was thrown in the river, while
the bucket sat filled with water at the'debate ever held by Murray when they
go to Cape Girardeau, Mo., on Nov. 23
big swing.
to meet Southeast Missouri.
Before the morning star arose Jack
Joe Gregory, Fritz Riley, Will Brown
did see Nancy, and Newt by his
Venable,..and Frank Peterson are
presence soothed the troubled heart of
members of the Male Quartet of
hisattithen young and beautiful wife
Kirksey High School. Barber Edward
is director.
J. D. Rowlett,S. F. Holcomb, and Dr
So it seems that all the boys in gray
and blue were not the eager volunteers* 0. B. Irvan were elected to the Murray.
City; School hoard in the general
for duty that the history books would,
.
sieetian.
have airbelleite..-•"

30 Years Ago

--

40 Years Ago

50 Years Ago
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•

13) Jud. Maupin
F

1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)

asleep. Luke punches the old fellow
with his elbow. "Ah..ah...ah...where
are we...yes...I feel like I'm 103..." the
old man stammers.
Luke asks, "Say, Mr. Crumb, you
must have felt like you were in an elite
group...oh...ten or twenty yea-s ago
when all the surviving voters from the
General Election of 1978 started 04118
off?"
"Oh I suppose we were," the old man
wheezes. "We did feel kinda like
guys who fought in World War II. We
met every 10 years or so. Used to be
quite a few of us. We'd swap stories
about the election of 1978..."
The camera zooms closer to Crumb's
face. He brow is furrowed as he sorts
his brain for some recollections. And
when we got older and when them there
old voting booths went out of style, why
we'd gather once in a while and
demonstrate how to use them to the
young-school children..."
The camera jumps to Luke. "And
you've outlived them all?"
"Oh, ya. The last one died-about five
years ago I guess it was. Didn't have
much to do with him though. He was a
Republican and I was a Democrat."
The old man musters up a faint chuckle
and then begins wheezing and
coughing. Luke whacks him on the
back.
The camera zooms back to Luke.
"Say, Mr. Crumb,since you were one of
the few who voted in the General
Election of 1978, mind telling the
audience about that fateful day. Considering the few who voted that year, it
was very patriotic of you to cast your
ballot," Luke said.
The camera swings to Mr. Crumb.
"Shoot, 'tweren't no big deal. Voting
hadn't entered my mind really. I voted
quite by accident..."
The camera swings back Luke who
has a puzzled look on his face. "By
accident?"
The cameh switches back to the old
geezer. "Ya. You see, I was out lookin'
for one of them pay toilets. I mistook
that for a voting booth. So I figured that
since I was in the silly contraptieh I'd
make it look good by voting. So I went
ahead and vated--.6
4161.1111111111111111:0,420441.9*.f.kdeee-hi5nk:--
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Kentucky's Liability Law Best?

r

General Manager Bill Ker- is a defense if the consumer
When the Bunton Co. d
berg.
fails to use ordinary,
Louisville, a manufacturer Of
There are six reforms in the reasonable care in the use of
Lawn-turf equipment, renewed
new product liability law:
the product, and if that failure
its product liability insurance
+ Unless a preponderance was a substantial reason why
this year, its premiums were
of evidence shows otherwise,a the product caused injury or
reduced 22 percent from the
product is predunecinot to be damage.
previous rate.
defective if personal injury or
The reason is .Kentucky's
im+ Subsequent
property damage occurs more provement of a product cannot
new product liability law,
than five years after its be
which passed the 1978 General
the
against
used
manufacture (Kentucky's manufacturer linless the
Assembly and is hailed by
Constitution does not permit a judge, out of the jury's
business interests as the best
strict statute of limitatione).•
such law in the country.
presence, hears the evidence
+ Compliance
with and deems it relevant.
The law now correctly
generally recognized stanprovides for claims when
+ The middleman who sells
dards or "state of the art" can or distributes the product is
Injuries aye caused by
be a defense for the not liable unless he breached a
defective products, but
manufacturer.
monetary
minimizes
warranty or knew, or should
+ The manufacturer is not have known, that the product
recoveries when products are
The Murray Insurance companies as it does now, in _complete insurance lines tor old, misused or altered by the liable for damage that oc- was defective or dangerous.
Agnecy, an established in- addition to representing people in the Calloway County user, according to Louisville curred because the product
According to Kerberg,
Billington, Area Chamber of Commerce had been altered or modified "probably the most effective,
area," Guy
surance agency in Murray Allstate.
by the user, unless the and causing the greatest
since 1944, with an office in the
Allstate automobile, president of the agency said.
The agency staff, with
changes were made according
Bel Air Shopping Center has homeowners, renters, boat
reduction of premiums," is
to his specifications.
been named the represen- owners,fire and life insurance combined experience of 182
_
the provision concerning the
„ji- Contributory nepilleence middleman who distributes or
tative of Allstate Insucance will be ones:14 by the agency. years, consists of Guy
----Companies in Calloway
"I am pleased to add BIllingtan, Bob Billington,
)
•.
"-.tounty.
Allstate, one of the best CPCU, Owen Billington, Dan
The agency will continue to known, mod widely accepted Shipley, Tom Scruggs, Anna
represent other insurance names in the business, to ow Ruth Harris, Melva Hatcher,
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio —
Ann W. Thompson, Marlene
Jones and Wanda Edwards. James Parker,823 N. 19th St.,
Murray, day supervisor, Air
Products, Inc., Calvert City,
completed the Unit I course
recently in
Wittenberg
University's Management
Development Program.
The series of five-day onA repeat of last years —ten-Talk
M trovmtovm
campu,s courses are designed
Murray" promotion has been scheduled this year for Nov.
to
strengthen
the
17th and 18th, according to Jeff Laren. vice-president of the
It may be hard for the average management competency and
Downtown Merchants Association.
struggling housewife to believe, provide new insights
into the
Each store in the association will give away one turkey
but on the average she has more
management functions of
provided by the association during the promotion. Customers
-money to spend than ever before
supervisory personnel in
will be invited to register for the turkeys in each store on
The American Council of Life
Nov. 17-18 and the drawing will be held the efternoon of Nov.
Ittsurance came to that conclusion industry.
The courses concentrate in
18.
after. reviewing .government and
private surveys of changes in four areas — behavioral
All merchants in the association have been asked to stay
houSeholds and families since studies and motivation,
open until ft p.m. on Friday, Nov. 17.
1950. •
communications
The promotion will be kicked off with a full-color page in
and
The key finding to this: the aver; leadership,
The Murray Ledger dr Times scheduled for Thursday, Nov.
management
age American farrlIly has ex- functions and methods, and
16. Individual merchants are also expected to include their on
--•• -perienced a-90-percent Ptittfirrreaf conomics
advertisements in the Thursday edition of the newspaper
personnel
and
_
. family income (after inflation) over
promoting the many bargains they will be offering in their
relations.
the past 26 years.
stores.
During the Out 27 years
The Council's latest study of the
more than 975 different
American family also revealed.
• 18 percent of the population ts companies representing a
in the "higher income'. bracket, as wide variety of industrial,
CFUCA su_mtpAn --- The 1979 Celica CT liftback
compared to 3 percent 21 years ago commercial and medical
picks up where it left off as last year's Motor Trend "len• The naingin.rdtvorce rate has concerns have released over
almost doubled since 1950. with 1 18,000 supervisors from their
'port Car of the Year." Elegant aerodynamic styling and a
in 3 new marriages now expected to normal responsibiliti
es and
host of comfort and performance features make this the
end in divorce
sponsored their participation
• More families are headed h.
ultimate Celica experience. Powered by a 2.2-liter
)
women, persons under 30 or over in the management program.

Murray Insurance
Picked By Allstate

Parker
-Completes
Course'

Downtown Merchants
To Talk Turkey

BANKING
IS EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS •

The chances are very good
that you or someone in your
,,family is now a participant
▪ in humanity's newest form of
ymint mechanism — Elecic Funds Transfers(EPT).
ft that sounds like Latin,
e you currently tiling an
utomated teller, "moneyatic" machine, "24-hour
nking center" or cash danger' More than 9,000 of
hese machines are now in
ace wound the country,
and it's estimated that millions of Americans now carry
:',0;,,,the small plastic "debit"
'.:•cards that activate them.
It's a long way from (he
•:•:idays of barter, and the new
';convenience provided by EFT
;1.'3:probably equals that of paper
•!checks over a bag of gold
:111:nuggets in more ways than
one. But, just_as consumers
• ad to learn how to properly
oedand safely maintain a checking
...account, some precautions are
:advised when taking advantage
these new.serviees.
The most important thing
%Is to remember that, like your
checkbook, your debit card
very valuable_ property.
•:-.Keep it in a secure place and
.,
-.never lend it out.
In order to provide you
:2:Niith double-barrelled security,
;..ethe system is designed to be
::!activated only with a cornof your plastic debit
e;,17ard and your own personal
:::identification number (PIN)
which must be punched into
:the machine
Obviously, the number is
:4ust as important as the card
tself. If you write the number
•
%on the card, and you lose the

i

O

841111

OP'

card or it—is stolen, your bank
account could suffer until the
loss is reported. With both,
anyone could activate your
account and siphon off your
funds Your best bet is to
memorize the number. If you
must write the number down,
keep the paper .it is written
on in a very .safe place where
it cannot be seen by others,
stolen or misplaced.
Also, remember that crooks
are sneaky, come in all shapes
and sizes as well as both
sexes, and would not hesitate
to look over your shoulder
and watch you punch in the
number as you use the
machine. Stand in such a way
that you cannot he observetl,
if possible choose a time When
there is not a waiting crowd
and consider shielding the
buttons with your free hand.
As with the use of any
new equipment, it pays to get
a
personal demonstration
Once you're sure you know
how to operate the machine
correctly, remember to dc•
press all of the keys slowly
and firmly. When • the transaction,is complete; wait until
your card is securely put
away and the machine has out
itself off before you leave.
Just as with a checking
account, records are important. Enter each transaction
in your record book promptly,
and if the machine allows it,
take time to check your
balance periodically to make
sure it matches your own
figure plus" or minus out
standing checks or deposits.
A few simple precautions,
but used as suggested they
could make the difference between a new personal convenience and another-unneeded
headach,.
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Danny Ross is now an insurance . agent for MFA
Insurance Co. Ross has been a
claims adjuster for the past
two years with-MFA sod has
just recently because an
agent. He will be asesetaied
with his brother, Ramie Rms.
Their office is located at tie
East Math St. in Murray.

Most owners of autos in this
country carry automobile
insurance of some sort. But
how many understand what
they have?

pay for all damages — up to
the policy limits — that an
Insured person may be legally
obligated to pay because of
bodily injury or property
damage to others arising from
The Allstate Insurance accidents from an insured
Company recommends that vehicle. These coverages will
consumers read their policy also provide defense costs, if
and, if any questions arise, necessary.
they should contact their
MEDICAL PAYMENTS
agent or company for the
This coverage is designed to
answers.
pay medical expenses — up to
policy limits — incurred
The following definitions of Within a specified time period
coverages may be helpfak for from the date of the accidents.
a general understanding. It covers both the driver and
Although there are many passengers in the insured
different types of coverages vehicle.
available, and minor difPERSONAL INJURY
•
ferences may exist among
PROl'ECTION
companies, these are the six
This coverage is available in
states that- have no-fault insurance
and
provides
bade types of coverages that coverage for medical exmast drivers should consider. penses, lost wages and loss of
LIABILITY
services — up to policy limits.
Bodily injury and property The car dwner's coverage
damage liability coverage will „num:wily covers the named

insured, the spouse and
relatives resident in the
household. Other passengers
are covered through their own
Personal Injury Protection or
the owner's PIP,depending on
the state.
COLLISION
Collision coverage pays for
loss to the insured vehicle
caused by a crash. It covers
up to the actual cash value of
the auto less the deductible
stated in the policy.
COMPREHENSIVE
This coverage will pay for
damages to an insured vehicle
from causes other than a
collision. It covers up to the
actual cash value' of the auto
less the deductible, if applicable. Such things as glass
breakage, falling objects,
windstorm, hail, flood or
vandalism are some of the
typical perils insured against.
UNINSURED MOTORIST
This protects an insured
against injuries — up to policy

Stop me
if you've heard
this one.

Del
Aft

overhead-cam four-cylinder engine, Celka
ard
equipment includes a five-speed overdrive transmission,
MacPherson strut front suspension, fully transistorized
ignition and AM 'FM stereo radio. Power steering,
aluminum alloy wheels (shown agove) and a sliding
sunroof are available as options.

"Don't worry
about
the storm,dear!.

What To Know About insurance

limits — which are caused by
.
an uninsured driver. The
coverage will pay damages
the insured is legally entitled
to recover from the owner or
operator of an uninsured auto.
There are several other
coverages which may be
available and may suit the
particular needs of the in"We've
.
got the Shield!"
surance buyer. Once again, a
FiNswelhoore
and al wow olho
consultation with the agent or
Weib—lio. Nola, car
you. nemby 04A
brilmoos Awe him am*
••••,1 The
company is the surest way to
d SNOW
gain
a
complete
unRonnie Ross
derstanding of the policy.
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THE BEST PROTECTION
LIFE INSURANCE
FIRE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
3015.SIb
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RAY T. BROACH
R. TERRY BROACN
1534703

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to.

If you listen regularly to WKMS-FM then we're sure you'll want to help us.
But if you haven't heard us before, turn your FM dial to 91.3 on November 9. It's
SOUNDSATIONS.

Danny Ross
Murrarinsuranc
Pat

WKNIS-B1 Stereo

Member FDIC
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most

There's no law requiring it, but most people will accept
you? check. Open a checking account with us
13EO.P LES/BANE

The Council concluded: "The
impact cif increased labor - forge
participation of women on family.
income suggests the need for adequate protection of women's earnings as well as greater involvement
of women in family financial planning and decision-making.—

Mail your contribution and comments to:
WILMS.ihi 91.3 MHz
3227 University Station
Murray,Kentucky 42071

by Bill Boyd

▪

65 years of age. Family heads•are
better educated now than in 1950.

WK MS-FM needs $5000 in support from you in order maintain
the high stanto
dards of program quality to which you have become accustomed.
We try to of. fer something of interest to every listener in Western Kentucky. Do you
have
something for us?

When a government
issue; a currency that
hes no backing but it Is
rOUuired by law that
such money be accepted
as legal tender, that
money is called "fiat
money."

4.)

He suggests that if a
business receives a routine
renewal notice on its product
liability coverage, with the
premiums at the same or
higher rate, "you should
advise that (insurance)
company of our new law and
the changes it has made. The
carrier probably will take
another look at the premium
rate."
Kerberg said businesses
with sales primarily to
Kentucky should expertise._
the greatest reduction:: in
product liability rates; since
litigation
pertaining to
product liability is brought
under the laws of the state
where the product is sold,
businesses with extensive
interstate commerce won't
realize as great a savings in
premiums as those operating
primarily in Kentucky.

Housewife
Income Up

• With Electronic Money--Use Some Precautions
•.
By Willis W. Alexander
Executive Vice President
merscara Bankers Association

retails the product.
Previously, damage suits
routinely named these middlemen along with the
manufacturer. Kerberg said,
"they shouldn't have been
defendants because they had
nothing to do with how the
product was made, with
whether it was defective or
-dangerous."
Since most product liability
insurance policies are only
4now becoming due, Kerberg
said it is too soon to tell how
much the rates will be
decreasing across the board.
Some of the new premiums
being quoted, especially. by
out-of-state insurance companies and agents, are
remaining the same or still
increasing because those
agents are not aware of the
new law in Kentucky,Kerberg
said.
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Smith Points To Speed As Strength Of MSU Women Racers
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
How does a basketball team
rebound from a 10-19 season?
Easy, says Murray State
women's coach Jean Smith.
"Speed. I think we've got it
this year, and I think that's
what we lacked last year."
The Racer women will open
their regular season Nov. 18
against Vanderbilt in the MSU
Sports Arena, and Smith,
enteripg her second year as
head coach, admits she will
rely on that speed from the
very start.
D. "We're going to scrimmage
..$•• at Memphis State Saturday,
17( and I think we'll find how fast
we really are then," says
0 Smith. "Memphis is alwasy a
• very fast, running team, and
they're picked in the top 10 in
the nation in preseason polls."
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The Racers will scrimmage
again, this time at home
against UT-Martin Monday at
4 p.m., before their game with
Vandy the following Saturday.
Oh,Speed — or a lack of it —
wasn't the whole story behind
last year's team. Murray
played spottily well, defeating
Eastern
Kentucky
and
Morehead, but losing to those
same two teams — by 14
points to the latter later in the
season.
Part of the reason for the
Racers'inconsistency pas due
to excessive fouling. Center
Jackie Mounts, a 6-foot senior,
led the team in both scoring
and rebounding with'16.7 and
12.4 averages, respectively.
But the Springfield, Ohio,
native also fouled cad of seven
contests and led the squad in
fouls committed with 86. That

limited her time on the court
with the Racers' other big
player, Mary Jane Gates.
Gates, at 6-2 the tallest on
the team, averaged nine
points and 6 rebounds. But
more importantly, she hit on
53 percent of her field goal
attempts.
"We hope that we can get
Jackie and Mary Jane in the
game together a good deal this
year," said Smith. "We've
been working on both one- and
two-man posts,so there will be
situations where we will want
both of them some of the
time."
Field goal percentage is
another area Smith stresses.
"We're keeping a chart on our
shooting, and we'll keep doing
it as theleason goes along. We
shot 42 pkrcent last year, but
our oppo5tents only outshot us
one to two percent."
Murray's No. 2 scorer from
last year — Laura Lynn —
also returns. Only a
sophomore, Lynn hit over 50
percent from the field much of
last season before slumping to
45 percent for the season. The
Paducah native finished with
a 15.5 average.
Point guard Cindy Barri:,

who, along wilt) Mounts, cocaptains the team, returns, as
does junior guard Kathy
Hughes and sophomore guard
Barbara Herndon.
Incoming frosh include
guard Maria Kelsch, guard
Kim Morris, center Lisa
LaMar, guard Jeanette
Rowan, guard Bridgitte
Wyche, guard Marlene
Farrell and forward Sherri
Nichols.
The
are
four
first
scholarship players, while the
latter three are not. "We are
evenly divided — 7-7 — in
upper- and lowerclasarrken,
said Smith. "I think that's a
good breakup."
Also on the squad is
sophomore Tammy Boone,
like Farrell a Murray High
graduate. "Marlene has been
sick for the past week or so,
and hasn't practiced," said
Smith. "I really don't know
how talented she is. The way
Tammy's coming along, she
could see a lot of playing
time."
Smith won't make a wonlost record prediction, but, she
says, "without reservation, I
think we'll have a winning
season, barring injuries."

'78-'79 Schedule

Jean Smith
Second Season As MSU Women's Coach

Nov. 18
Nov. 20
Dec. 2
Dec.6
Dec.9
Dec. 11
Dec. 14-16
J_an.8
Jan. 11
Jan. 15
Jan. 20
Jan. M
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb.3
Feb.5
Keb.8-10
Feb. 12
Feb. 17
Feb. 19 _
Feb. 24'
Mar 1-3

Vanderbilt
Murray
Vanderbilt
Nashville
East Tennessee Johnson City, Tenn.
Kentucky
nuray_
Northern Kentucky
Murray
Eastern Illinois
Charleston, Ill.
UT-Martin Tournament
Martin, Tenn.
Tennessee Tech
Murray
Northern Ky.
Highland Hgts, Ky.
Eastern Kentucky
Richmond
Western Kentucky
Murray
Middle Tennessee Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Louisville
Murray
Morehead
Murray
Kentucky
Lexington
Tennessee Tech
Cookeville
OVC Tournament
Richmond
Eastern Kentucky
Murray
Middle Tennessee
Murray
Western Kentucky
Bowling Green
Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn.
KWIC Tournament
Bowling Green
•

Dempsey,Tunney Still Friends
After Famous ILongCount` Fight

lica standard
transmission
transistorized
ver steering,
nd a sliding

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

n,

NW YORK — The last
time Gene Tunney and Jack
Dempsey were together was a
few years ago when they attended one of pitch man John

Condon's fight promotions at
Madison Square Garden.
Naturally, these two batheavyweight
tered
old
warriors of another era were
the center of attention. They
added a vibrancy to the occasion.

ltsst SUSN*
•ra,

he Shield!"

ANY SUNDAY.:
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With any meal, during November! Build
your own — with chocolate, strawberry,
butterscotch, or pineapple syrups, nut or
coconut sprinkles!

Ross
753-0489

Try our newest taste treat,
Golden Filets of Chicken", lust $2.49!

--

Bel-Air Center

1110ACII
I BOACII
4703

They hobbled in laboriously
on canes — Dempsey, the
beetle-browed "Manassa
Mauler," bulldog-faced, still.
toughlooking, wearing his
traditional somber dark suit,
and Tunney, "Gentleman
Gene," immaculately attired
in Madison Avenue pinstripes, looking every inch the
successful millionaire
businessman which he was. •
They sat together at one of
the tables, parking their Canes
underneath, and chatted
animatedly throughout the
meal.
Time came for the
ceremonies, and Condifin, in
his celluloid collar, stood up to
introduce the distinguished
visitors. "We are fortunate to
have with us today two of the
greatest heavyweight
champions of all-time..." he
began.
Instinctively, both Tunney
and Dempsey reached under
the table for their canes. Their
hands met in the scuffle,

SALESMAN OF THE MONTH

amemel%

Low.

Paul Garland was Parker Ford's salesman of the month with the
most sales for the month of October.
Come by and see why more people deal with

PARKER FORD
—

••••

..- The Murray State women's basketball team is, front row from left, Bobbie Herndon, Marla
Kelsch, Kim Morris, Ism lmm,Kathy'
Hughes, Cindy Borrix and Marlene Farrell. Back row are Torrie Mudwilder, Jeanette Rowan, Lisa
LaMar, Jackie Mounts, Mary _
Jane Gates, Bridgitte Wyche, Tammy Boone and Sherri Nichols
MU Photo

Adverting For Starters

Greene Prepares For Opener
"We've
advertised
frequently for starting jobs,"
said Murray State basketball
coach Ron Greene,"but so far
we've had no takers."
Greene and his staff. are
busy reviewing the progress of
15 applicants for starting jobs
as the Racers prepare for
their season opener Nov. 27 at
home against Tennessee
Wesleyan.
Although he.- is still attempting to identify the right
combination, Greene has been

College Nov. 16 for a 7:30 p.m.
contest and scrimmage Nov.
21 (7:30 p.m.) at University
Fieldhouse.
Greene welcomed the return
of 6-10 center Mike Diederick
and s-to guard Harvey
McNeal to the practice floor.
The two junior college transfers practiced for the first
time Tuesday after undergoing a new surgical
procedure Oct. 30 to correct
cartilage and ligament
problems in their knees.
Greene also indicated that

freshman forward Herman
Boyd has shed 17 pounds from
his 6-5 from after reporting 25
pounds overweight.
The Racers roster includes
five lettermen and 10
newcomers, including four
junior college transfers.
Following the encounter with
Tennessee Wesleyan, Greene
and the Racers will travel to
Lawrence, Kansas to meet
highly regarded Kansas,
ranked among the nation's top
five in most pre-season polls.

Who'll Pay You 9.41% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

Dempsey grabbing Tunney's
cane by mistake.
"Can you believe „it?"
Dempsey said.—Here we are
still fighting after all these
rears."
Turiney broke into a loud
laugh and time had to be
called to get the then septuagenarians to their feet.
The death of Timmy this
week at the age of 80 broke up _
one of the most moving
Damon
and
Pythias
relationships in sports and
laid to rest for all time the
canard that the two antagonists of the 1920s harbored
a lingering bitterness over the
"long count" that enabled
Tunney to win their last fight.
On the contrary, while the
bizarre episode on Sept. 22,
1927 divided the country into
militant pro-Dempsey and
pro-Tunney camps, it seemed
to seal a bond between the
principals involved.
While their supporters continped, to bicker in
thousands of bar rooms and
millions of parlors, Dempsey
and Tunney never stopped
expressing their respect and
admiration for each other — a
sentiment that was completely genuine.
Although his idolatrous fans
kept insisting that Dempsey
was robbed in the second
Tunney fight because the
referee gave the floored Gene
a long count in the seventh
round, Jack himself never
joined the chorus.
Neither did Dempsey fall
victim to the misconception
that Tunney, because he occasionally read Shakespeare,
was more of a boxer than a
brawler in the ring and struck
what some thought to be a
"stuffy gentleman's" pose.
"Gene was a far better
boxer than I expected,"
Dempsey acknowledged. "He
was quick and smart and he
mild hit. He was a real credit.
to the game."
Tunney never low-rated
Dempsey. "He was a murderous puncher, a killer in the
ring," Gene once said,
recalling
those
two
memorable title fights in 1926
and 1927. "1 always have had
the greatest- adritivtion for
WM -IX4-1100.4121,Wd ,.-aa 1.
man."•

satisfied with the progress of
his youthful squad.
"The attitude of everyone
has been excellent," said
Greene. "Yon can see the
eagerness in everyone to learn
the system. We're concentrating on establishing
consistency in our performance, both in practice
and actual competition."
Greene will display his
squad in two public intrasquad
scrimmages prior to the Nov.
27 opener. The Racers will
travel to Paducah Community

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits. These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit amount is $10,000, but
deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more. Interest is compounded daily and
paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity. This 9.419% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through November 15.

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
ANNUAL
INTEREST

ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

TERMS

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

3 months

$1,000

5.5%

5.653%

1 or 2 years

$1,000

6.0%

6.183%

1
2 or 3 years
2/

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

61,000

7.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

8 or 10 years

$1,000

7.75%

8.057%

/,

Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forfeiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.

EOPLES BANK
M URRAY
Member FDIC

KY.
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LadyRacersScrimmage Memphis State
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Ron Pare
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David Wells Is
In Hawaii With
Workshop, Clinics
David Wells, director of
Murray State University's
Racer Marching Band. is in
Hawaii for the second time in
two months conducting a week
of workshops and clinics for
Hawaiian high school marching bands.
In October, Wells spent four
days in the islands where he
directed a marching band
workshop at the University of
Hawaii, consulted with band
Inside center, T.A. Corey of the Pensacola, Fla., Rugby Club, seems to be using unusual rat tits
directors and worked with
4vr tackling on opponent from Tulane University in a game at Pensacola.
marching bands.
nationallya
Wells,
recognized marching band
travels
who
authority
throughout the country as a
clinician and adjudicator, was
invited to return to Hawaii for
a week to share his expertise
in marching band innovations.
- State AAAA: Gordon
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- touchdowns and passed for
Wells' first trip was in Two top-ranked teams were two others as No. 1 PaintsvWe Lunceford scored twice as
response to an invitation from beaten and two others had of State A belted Pineville 27- Franklin County beat Marion
Kahuku High School Band. narrow escapes in first round 0
County 21-7. Fifth-ranked
The second was sponsored by competition in the Kentucky
In other playoff action in- Boone County plays Boyd
Kamehameha High School
volving ranked teams, No. 2 County tonight:
high school football playoffs.
Band.
- State AAA: Joe Phillips
Xavier of Jefferson County
St.
Previously unbeaten
Breathitt County, ranked No. 1 nipped No. 3 Ballard 14-7, ran for two first period touchin State AAA and previously underdog Lexington Tates downs to lift Franklinunbeaten, Was sidetracked 27- Creek, 6-6, used Monty Ott's Simpson to a ,17-7 win over
8 by No. 2 Russell. Brent 20-yard field goal with 17 Union County, Rowlando
Muncy ran for one Russell seconds to play to shock No. 2 Birch scored two touchdowns
touchdown and passed for Lexington Lafayette 17-14, and as Woodford County bounced
another, and the defense held. Don Felder scored twice as Shelby County 24-7, and Dan
Breathitt County to just 33 No. 3 Fort Campbell of State A Linthmuth's 15-yard run made
got by No.,2 Totnpkinsville 14- the difference in Jesamine
yards rushing.
County's 17-14 decision over
Christian County, ranked 7.
Tom Venable rambled for Erlanger Lloyd.
atop State AAAA, was a 20-6
- State
AA:
Kenny
victim of unranked Henderson 203 yards and scored twice as
County. Greg Blemker threw , No. 3 Somerset of State AA Damron scored once and
a pair of touchdown passes to buried Middlesboro 31-0 and rushed for 95 yards to boost
Virgil Jackson to lead Hen- Eddie Simmons' 68-yard run Pikeville, one of three
started No. 4 Richmond remaining unbeatens in the
derson County.
No. 1 Trinity of Jefferson Madison of State A to a 19-0 state, to a 21-8 verdict over
Whitesburg and Fort Knox
County AAAA needed an triumph over Owen County.
blasted previously unbeaten
In other playoff action:
overtime- to dispatch No. 5
- Jefferson County: Two Lewis County 40-0.
Fern Creek 13-10 while
- State A: Bailie Morlidge
Mayfield, tops in State AA, first round games will be
slipped by No. 5 Glasgow 7-3 played tonight, matching ran for a pair of first half
on Jeff Boyd's 24-yard pass to DeSales against butler and touchdowns as Beechwood
No. 2 Bishop David against slipped by Nicholas County 17'
David Wyatt.
12.
David LeMaster ran for two Stuart.

The
Murray
State
UnivenittY Lady Racers take
on Memphis State University,
one of the top women's
basketball teams in the
country, in a scrimmage
game Saturday in Memphis..
The Lady Tigers are naked
14th in the rounit7 hyltreet
and Smith's Basketball
Yearbaok. Coached by Mary
Lou Johns, they racked up a
29-9 mark last year.
"The Memphis State) are

a very fast, very aggressive
team," Murray coach Jean
Smith said. "We played them
Last year in a tip-off tournament (the Lady Racers lost
88-72)."
The top. three Memphis
State scorers_from last season
are back - Betty Booker (19.7
points a game), Linda Street
(13.8) and Linda McKinnie
(13.2).
Coach Smith said that
practice sessions are gobig

"very well."
"We are trying some
practices in a single-post
offense and we're looking
better," Coach Smith said.
"This year we have a lot more
individuals to choose from and
a lot more players will see
action this year."
The Lady Racers will come
home for a scrimmage against
the University of Tennessee at
Martin Monday at 4 p.m.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

Sunday Racing Dates Denied

endurance.
rtamb
:0,
;:. co
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By the Associated Press

only

-

Unless you treat your clothes dryer with a caretultouch,
you could ruin your conservation game. Remove clothes
from the dryer when dry. Don't overdrY_Andload,butdon
overload, your dryer. Besides wasting electricity, overloading _and
overdrying are hard on your clothes.
Finally, keep the lint screen clean.

-

Murray,

West Ky. Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
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_Captain D's,
FILSIEI D

You get french fries,cote slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat
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2 Top Prep Teams Lose

drawn two proposed con- (although) we are enjoying
troversial regulations excellent racing now. Down
LEXINGTON — Sunday challenged by the Horsemen's the line, hope
the industry
racing dates for -Kentucky Benevolent and Pr4ective
"can get together on it." .
thoroughbred tracks next year Association.
have been denied by the state
The HBPA, armed with an
The commission on ThurRacing Commission. The sday awarded 252 racing dates attorney general's opinion
panel, meantime, hasP with- for 1979 and granted Latonia that said the commission was
six extra dates next month to 1:exceeding its authority,
make up days lost because of challenged two proposed
Insurance.
regulations that the combad weather last winter.
Ask us about
the new
The commission also mission voted to drop Thurcomprehensive
declined to act on two rule sday.
Mufti-Medical"
change requests by the HBPA.
The first would have
policy.
The association asked that
_
tracks be required-to bedpen required prior commission
for training and stabling 30 to, approval-ft* a host of HBPA
Bab Nasser
45 days before a meeting and contracts before they could
107 N. 4th
that no thoroughbred meeting take effect. The second would
753-4937
be held at a track where the have required commission
cushion had been removed for approval of all stakes
ar oerhupeong Captun 13
'nomination blanks and initial
,
harness racing.
Representi ng
books before
Federal Kemper
The first request could condition
publication.
I nuisance Company
conflict
with
sales
dates
for
_
Keeneland and Churchill
Downs and harness racing
Murray
dates for Latonia, said David
Vance,
Latonia's
vice
president .and
general
manager.
00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The commission took no
0
0
0
immediate action on the first
0
0
request because it involved
0
1980 dates.- It instructed the
•
00 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HBPA and individual tracks to
November 13-17
settle the second issue
privately.
•
Commission Chairman
William H. May and Vice
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Chairman Brownell Combs II
said they favored Sunday
',HOSPITAL BEDS
racing, but the vote against it
*WHEELCHAIRS
was unanimous.
ZENITH
*COMMODES.
"I have always thought
RADIOEAR
*WALKERS
northern Kentucky should be
TELEX
*CRUTCHES
the laboratory for testing
*SUPPORT STOCKINGS
MAICO
(Sunday racing) and I think
*BRACES
we should start there," May
OTICON
*SUPPORTS
said. "But if you blanket the
STARKEY
*TRUSSES
state with it, I am of the
*OSTOMY SUPPLIES
opinion you will lose racing
.Free Hearing Tests
*ADULT DISPOSABLE
altogether' because of public
.Batteries All Makes
DIAPERS
opposition.
.Repairs,All Makes "I am not opposed to Sunday
(Complete Sickroom Supplies)
.30-Day Money-Back
racing," Combs said, "but I
We Fill Out Medicare Forms .
Trial P'eriod
feel there is a lot of sentiment
Against it by many wellLOWEST RENTAL PRICES
(Except for custom
meaning people."
made earrnolds and
HBPA attorney Bob Benson
dispensing feel
and
Churchill
Downs
President Lynn Stone spoke in
favor of Sunday racing.
Benson said it could mean
more money for tracks, more
tax revenue for the state, and
improvement of the industry
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
itself.
206 S. 4th St.,Murroy, 753-8055
Stoke. said it would afford
:nriiiirtreeirtiliwispportriver
• open
a
new
market,

atm

ullacima

1

RUGGED
1919
PICKUPS
FROM
THE DODGE BOYS

JIM FAIN MOTORS.-.11Nleiw768-NO3i.
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Minis and Decoys:
Try These Ideas
For Store
Waterfowling Success
A couple of weeks ago I
wrote about building duck
blinds, about how that's an
Duck hunters have an ex- The main-event of the evening
a beneh seat for two in th,
By Hamp Brooks Jr.
important part of the season
citing week to look forward to will be the auction which
Here is a previously rear. The spare tire perhap:
and a waterfowler's enstarting tomorrow, November features the custom built unreported look into what well mounted on the rear of tli,
joyment of his sport. Let's
12, when goose season opens. Ithaca Model 51 D.U. Com- may be the four wheel drive of body.
catch up on a few more ideas
There are geese in the area. memorative Shotgun,the D.U. the future. The crystal ball
Bumpers will be sturdy in
• on blinds and decoys. The
From reports that I have painting of the year and was somewhat cracked so view of recent crash stantiming's right since both duck
received, the geese have several other paintings read with care. And keep in dards and considerable side
, and goose seasons are right on
arrived earlier than usual and .supplied nationally known mind that the patents have not stiffness will be retained in the
•
top of us.
in greater numbers than artists. _
body. The gas tank, after the
yet been applied for.
More t)ii Bihids
before at both the Ballard and
Obviously it must- be much publicized Pinto and
Other auction items that you
k
In my opinion readers get a
Reelfoot Refuges.
might want to take home economical. So we see nothing Chevette happenings will be
lot of misinformation about
The secOhd big date to include country hams, motor larger than a four cylinder moved from the rear where it
g waterfowl blinds through
remember next week is oil, D.U. Decantors, hand engine. The nature of the use is frequently demolished in a
$ outdoor magazines. Since I've
Thursday, November 16th. carved decoys, hunting trips, to which it will be put crash; to a more protected
been old enough to read, I've
Starting about 6 p.m. at the ATV motor bike, and many demands a strong engine, one point midways of the vehicle,
been instructed that blinds
Jaycee Center out at the other items of interest to with an abundance of low end probably under one of the
should be low inirofile.should
Murray Calloway County sportsmen.
torque and this probably seats.
be constructed of materials
Fairgrounds, the annual
And due to the new nature of
Be watching the paper next means a displacement of
found at the hunting site, and
Ducks Unlimited Sportman's week for articles on the D. U. about one hundred and thirty less weight and more torque,
-. should be placed in a fenBanquet will be held.
shotgun and the wood duck five cubic inches. The com- the tire size will probably
Black plastic milk jugs are a good source of effective, cheap duck decoys.
/ cerow, brushy area or some
The day we have waited for painting by the D.U. artist of pression ratio must be kept grow taller and less wide.
They don't
other sport affording adlook as good on the water as commercial decoys, but the ducks don't seem
since the season closed last the year.
low, say around six and a half Giving better off road
to mind.
. ditional natural camouflage.
Phil Sumner and Don Buck prepare These decoys for the upcoming season. The
year will arrive next Saturday
I hope to see all the area to one; permitting it to run on clearance, and cutting down
shine
'- All these ideas probably are
will disappear as the jugs dry.
morning when the Kentucky duck hunters at the banquet. I poor quality unleaded gasoline on overall width with the side
- .,. good ones, bufthey're not law.
duck season opens.
- ----- -know
see most of you on • and some other cruder type benefit of _glvipg
ass_
----r, rye shot -1- d-ducks and satisfying rules drawn up by
I know all the area duck the lake or in the bottoms products. Like kerosene or -hydroplaning on wet surfaees.
rented
airplane
we
Once,
an
smart
and-or
cautious.
t geese out of monster binds, some writer trying to make a
hunters will be in their duck before the season ends. I hope diesel fuel. And since it can't The additional flotation of
and flew down the lake to They'll react different ways
camouflaged with foruign buck.
blinds next Saturday and I everyone remembered to be tempermental it will not be modern tires will not be
check out our setup from the on different days, but their
I
„. material, stuck out in the
hope they will attend the D. U. purchase their duck stamp—it too highly turned. Probably needed on a four wheer drive
What About Decoys?
air.. Other blinds were general overall habits are
middle of an open area where
Banquet. It is,just a one night will be needed to hunt geese about seventy horsepower.
with half the weight of present
I think the more decoys a
._ 'a single, -one-eyed, near- man can put out, the better off noticeable, but their decoy pretty constant. Find —out affair and if you miss it this Sunday.
ones.
One
the
of
secrets
to
real
spreads were barely visable. where they're feeding, where
sighted
mallard
year, you will be missing a
drake he'll be. Let's go further by
Like father, like son. Now
The statewide deer season economy is weight. And
couldn't help but see them. saying the larger the decoys a When we reached our location, they rest after feeding or the great night of entertainment. opened today. I know many present day four wheel drives wait a minute. That's funny.
And in my opinion size or man can put out . . . My however, those black jugs routes they fly in either If you have never attended a duck hunters will be trying for are just about the heaviest Tomorrow's four wheel drive
: camouflage materials (within panthers and I hunt bottoms, stood out like beacons to process, and then get under Ducks Unlimited Banquet that big whitetail buck. I wish pieces of everyday tran- seems exactly identical to
them. Put your decoys where before, make a special effort each one the best
reason) aren't that important rivers and main lakes,and the passing flocks of waterfowl.
of luck and sportation on the highway. A something we've seen before.
If a few basic considerations rule seems to hold true. The
(To color your jugs, mix they can be seen, stay hidden, to attend this year.
hope that each hunter that rapid diet will take place, and You want to know something?
are adhered to. Placement of only exception is if a hunter cold roofing tar used for and use a call to help attract
The list of door prizes enters the woods will be the final weight of the four This is going to seem strange
• the blind is important in that it finds the exact spot in a patching roofs with gasoline in• and hold the birds' attention.
continues to increase and they safety-minded. The biggest wheel drive of tomorrow will but the thing we see in the
I know a few of these ideas are very impressive this year. trophy buck
must be put where ducks want feeding area where ducks or a plastic garbage can. Your
in Kentucky is not be somewhere just over a ton. crystal ball is a dead ringer
., to work — next to fencerows, geese are working; then he mixture should be about the will be eontrary to what some
When you come thru the worth the less of an arm or leg Heavy enough to be sturdy, for the genuine original Willys
if out in the open or wherever.
may get by with only a handful consistency of thick boiled readers believe. As I said, door don't forget to put your or possibly even your life. light enough to be economical. World War Two army jeep.
6;
custard. Then just dip the jugs these theories of waterfowl door prize stub in the drawing Each hunter must do his part
., I think movement is the one of decoys in this honey hole.
Size wise the weight thing That's where it all started,
factor which frightens more
The key to a big spread is into the tar and throw them blinds and decoys are opinion, box. Someone will go home by not injuring himself or will bring about a decrease. and strangely enough, that's
birds from a spread than any visibility. Ducks or geese have out on the ground to dry. The but I've come to follow them with a new Remington 1100 3" another hunter.
Whereas todays four wheel were it looks like it may some
other single item. A swiveling to see a setup before they'll jugs will have a dull finish, through years of hunting and Mag shotgun. This door prize
drive rig is a five or six day return.
See you at the Banquet.
vs' head, reaching for a gun or work it. Too many spreads and the tar adheres better in some guiding. Each year
was purchased by the local MAY ALL YOUR HUNTING passenger
Some differences of course,
vehicle,
s.
learn something new, some chapter to add even more BE SAFE
" other- movements, if not I've seen were too small, in waves and wind than paint.)AND
EN- tomorrow's will be a four minor improvements and all.
twist or improvement to make excitement to the evening. JOYABLE.
thoroughly screened, wiltsend shadows, or spread too far
passenger for the most part. And one thing you might
I don't believe in fishhook or our hunting a little more
•,, waterfowl
into
higher apart to be seen by any birds J formation
And the wheelbase, following notice is that Uncle Sam
decoys.
in
Ducks
I altitudes.
except thsoe that fly right don't sit in for orations. Just consistent. And after all, the
after the pattern set by shelled out nine hundred and
fooling of Jilt
,birds is the
Su will bright, unnatural overhead at low altitudes.
automobiles, will shrink about sixty-six dollars per rig .back
spread your decoys randomly, essence, not the shooting. I get
calor:: :- Most waterfowlers Waterfowling is a business of
two feet, greatly facilitating there in 1941.. Your price will
and place them -where a charge out of watching a
know that red caps or a shiny bending the odds in your
maneuverability and parking. be "slightly" higher. Maybewaterfowl will have an open high passing flock waver,
thermos will flare birds, favor, and you'll work more
The
future wheelbase will be under ten thousapd in 1981. area downwind to work.
bre'ak up to our calling and
though I've hunted in well- birds if more see your decoys.
Do you mean to say that in
somewhere around eighty
It took a long time and a lot then peel downwind with
covered blinds with hunters in
forty years we're back to
I laugh when I read an ar- of advice for me to learn that
inches.
Remember when'the real 'from the bank that are not
cupped wings. THArs the
bright costumes and still been ticle about hunters painting
Another
place
where where we started? Just how
large bass lures caught -big --normally fished,
ducks and geese aren't super game •
'
successtat The key is to keep feathers or eyeballs on theireconomy
improvements
will good was that original jeep?
bass? I'm talking about ten to
Most people will pass these
them out of sight until time to decoys for realism's sake.
Several of them are still
fifteen years ago. If you spots over because they don't result is in the front profile.
running! The immense
fire.
Tociays
When birds get close enough to
four
wheel
drive
has
a
wanted really big bass, you recognize them.
I like a big, roomy blind for se g - individual_ feathers,
front end on the cinder of a practicality of that little
used a Dalton twist, Bass
A
good locator and rhinoceros.
one main reason: it promotes they're close enough-to shoot.
That wilLgive way rascal that just about charareno, Cisco Kid, lucky navigation
map
mixed
med the hearts of folks thruout
endurance. If a hunter is
We put 500-600 decoys
thirteen, Jacks dual spinner, together with plus hours of to a low hood height and lower
the world in- the great war
comfortable, with a heater around our lake blind, and we
overall
vehicle
height,
though
nipi didee, the list goes on and studying should help.
and room to spread out, he'll now by the biggest decoys we
ground clearance will be suddenly takes on a striking
on but the big bass don't.
,We thought the fish would be retained
stay longer waiting fer the catt afford. (We lose a few
and Possibly in- significance in the later pages
When we find some answers feeding pretty heavy but.they
of history. It was that good a
birds to fly. The man who each year, an4-,,replacement
creased.
through research maybe this were not. Many strikes were
concept.
stays longer is more likely to means an annual purchase.)
A
two
speed
transfer
case
problem can be corrected.
not felt until it was too late will
Have a nice week and
be there when the action Over the years we've acbe used, effectively
Today, most of the bass are because of the "softness" in
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
starts, and he'll ultimately be cumulated a variety of decoys
doubling
the
number
of
the
taken on small crank baits the pickup.
more successful.
gears in the transmission, and
(others might call them a
less than three inches in
Dave and Marge- are very permitting
Conversely, I've hunted in mess). Many have heads shot
the use of the
length.
good fishermen and have been lighter
blinds I thought were designed away,float sideways, etc., but
and
simpler three
It seems as if our bass to the mountains so to speak,
by Chinese_ torture experts. _they work. Whenever
transmission.
-population is still in serious so they were willing tir—tir _ sliee_d
Ihey were low profile, to be chips off to where a decoy is
Automatic will mine under
e4gC
trouble.
anything. We used very small
-sure, so low that only midgets almost white, we spray it flat
increasing penalties as n a year's time 30 tons
I fished last Wednesday hot spots, gay blades, shallow
could sit in them without back 'black and toss it back on the
of barnacles can attach
with Dave and Marge Gain rebels and two hundred series economy moves to the front.
bending or chewing an their water,-- ----It is to be foreseen that --themselves to the bottom
from Lexington, Ky.: We bombers, backed up by one fat
of an ocean-going ship.
knees. I won't star long in
And speaking of black, we
......
started at the Kenlake Marina rap to take nine fish that were tomorrow's four wheel drive
_
such a blind if the action is always augment our decoy
will
deliver
gas
mileage
on
the
and worked our way south to two-three pound class. I was
ordcr of twenty to twenty-five
slow. And knowing my luck, spreads on open water with
the middle section of Blood surprised to see the fish so fat
the birds would fly 15 minutes black gallon milk jugs. A flock
miles per gallon on the highRiver.
and healthy. Evidently they way. That
'". after I left for more corn- of ducks on the water loses
is a four hundred
s
We were mainly interested are feeding sometime.
I fortable surroundings.
percent increase from some of
color at a distance, appearing
in locating spots or areas that
The
small lures are the only
-PWho knows what goes on in as a black streak. The jugs
hold fish during the cold ones that caught fish on this the recent years.
A return to simpler things
the minds of ducks and geese? just make the decoy spread
weather months of early trip.
which
Maybe they think large blinds easier for flying birds to spot.
are less costly and more
winter and spring. I told Dave
Maybe this fantastic
are islands. Though cautious, We've never had a ease where
and Marge about some of my weather will hold for us to try durable, might foretell the Smoked haddock is known
I don't think waterfowl we believed ducks or geese
NICE BASS — Don Beard is shown holding a nice eight
theories and then set about some more deep water return of gearshifts _in the as Finnan haddie, because It
floor, and less gaudy interior
possess great - intelligence. flared away because of the
pound, six ounce small mouth bass he landed recently.
proving them.
was first .smoked in the
bussing. Wil,y don't you give it trim. Likely
They're creatures of habit, jugs ( around 33 percent of the
there will be Scottish village of Fmdon.
He says he was using a Purple Rooster Tail.
. 'An example was fishing the a try in between crappie iris's.
bucket seats in the-front, with
and figuring out those habits spread mixed in with regular
"flats:" These are areas
ire _more important than decoys.
Happy fishing!
twenty to thirty yards out
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BUCKS BODY SHOP

Boat IN/ Motor
Outboard IL Stern Drive Service
759-1872

203 E. Main

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

We Sell

24 Hour Wrecker Service

and

2112 Coldu ater Rd. Murray, Ky.

743-7404
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Cain s, AMC,Jeep

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6 •

.
HlWI

•
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753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th

fAirA

Appre,
lote Your Business'

900 Sycamore

Hooks Wheel Alignment

MECROFT

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting Fishing Licenses

Where "Service Is Ow Business
^

1*

711701r
.
I -4

• Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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LITTLE WANT ADS BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

',NOTICE

2. NOTICE

HOME
AWAY
FROM
HOME .F or elderly person in
State Approved Licensed
Family Care Home C.ail 753
6392

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
Nevsh

Yard
Sale
301 N.
8th St.
\len; womens
clothes, fishing
misc.
S.tipplies,
items.
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you Call Bible Facts,
,739-4600

Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Display.
Clakstfiest . Or- culation and the
Business

Western

Ky. Pools

2 State. Abbr
3 Cloth measure
4 Fish sauce
5 Transactions
6 Retreats
7 Beastof bur-

den
8 G.I.'s address
9 Food fish
10 Surgical saw
11 18th President
13 Sully
16 German district
19 Pester
21 Mature
24 Boundaries
26 Weather
word

Padstosh, Ky.

l

M.

SLEEPING
-- -ROOMS
1 bkKk from Univerily. Call 74-1812 or
7;9-4909.

1:11f
;

Answer to Frttlay'S Puzzle

MOO SOU CIOLITI
DOUG COO 0121013
JCILIO MD MECO
01301:100 GIDADOCILI
13011 OGG
0001300 DMUS
DIM
0130
&MOM 1110000
GOO OGO
0001300 000111133
MOO 00113
MOO GOO DOW
001.0 DON OBEID

Crack
,34 Prophet
1111En.
45 Spire
Mina
ie-38 Approaches
..41 Preposition
:;!-?..62 Scorches
tr,044 Anowance_
4 for'waste
• Guick,:s high
aote •
Prick
33
Devoured
-;:.92 Rips
.;1744 Three-toed
siolh
▪
446 Humans
•
Spook
11
51
-,t- 4.519 Hinder
:f 60 Suitor
IIiai
DOWN
1 Earthquake

7534288
INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
$360 NET PER WK
PART-TIME
Our latest program in automatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot foods- All are nationally -known brands such as
Heinz:Campbell s Hormel,
Chef Boy -Ar - Dee. etc All
-accounts are secured by
us in office buildings.
schools, industrial plants
and hospitals-m your area
We need reliable people iii
your area tcI service these
accounts We provide secured locations in your
area, divestment guarantee. company financing,
wholesale outlets -one
year factory warrenty_
parts and service. You
provide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly serviceable
automobile, be ready to
start in 30 days. minimum
investment 53000 Call
Toll-Free, Phones Staffed
4 Hr, Day
1-800-326-6400.
Operator 60

48 Develop
51 Likely
53 Commerce
dept. gp.
56 French article
58 Chinese
distance
meas,ure
ilit°

7

6

NMI
'111
MI
11I 11
11 iiil fill. NM 1127
2°
!NMI ill
11129 x U..'UI
11UI
NIINIIIIIIIIIIIM 11111111ihil
MI if •
ilU 11
11 WI IIIIIWI ilII
ill
MI
ailing. Ali
12 III

II

ill

1111

Wont To
Rent

Good Land, One
one
to
acre
Will
[Thousand.
give one third of
Ow crop. Call 436see
or
5812
M c- KYNAIS
CLURE.

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
*Portraits

ptant

31 Macaw
33 Serving dish
35 Precipitous
36 Rang
37 Great Lake
39 Hold
40 Beer mug
43 Catches
46 Century

tit

Lori
Rogers

NEWLY

REDECORATED
sow

to

•

1

7S4 nee

9th
Birthday

rossword Puzzler
ROSS
1 Trample
6 Cook
Grating
Send out of
country _
•
No of
: scale
-e_"ti:16 Smallest
-..e.47 Genus of ol.;z:„.1- Ives
-i8 Aggregate:
e. Abbr.
''--- de
•
Lune"
•2 Slender
finial
ci7^Christmas
ye, carol
•
Hindu gartk- merits
.V:17 Article
'.Q8 Characteristic
Sow again _

Fish Market
S 9th Si

ANott:: cot:3N
h Ha-1+y-

a

K-C
ELECTRIC
P.O. Box 531
Phone: 753-5929
No job too small

24 hour service

-

TheWild
Raspberry
will be open

Sundays
too p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Now Thru
Christmas

The I / /

vvitct

a.rherrv

I.

, - DixTeiand Center

PEANUTS

MATS GONNA CUT
DOWN ON THE
\....NDORSEMENT5

or.
/1-/I

ii
dr alitirami Farm80~4

NANCY

,1111111111__WHO_ ati>2_4
k<rHIS?
4.4

4

a,

g

-ER -YOU.HAVE-BEAUTIFUL.

-6'

OP
441

44a

Publicly held cornPent seeking distri
buten in your erste.
our provenn fast•
kites the newest in
the iutornetic merchandising field distributing nationally
known brand name
products. Accounts
ar• all secured by us,
no selling required.
WI guarantee your
iny•stm•nt
of

HANDWRITING

P

Jeav.6.dore-

j
A:f
l
ar

$3,526 call now teal
tree. Phonm are
staffed 24 hrs a day

EMI

,
BAILEY
6ARGE, YOU'VE
BEEN SPENDING
:TOO MUCH
_TIME AT
• YOUR

1-100321-0173
ask for Est 3043

-,311ETLE

YEAH, IT POES

(
j WHAT
I CHAIR?/

SEEN't I'VE BEEN

A-4e

STUCK IN T1416
CHAIR A LOT

AK!

Wiat ai.Aa

1

,DESK!
Maw

aitip

r
t

Nte

‘40411..

rigt-

12. INSURANCE

I

We are noes writing insvrams
or webel• Imams, with 3 Afferent companies. For best
rites contact Wilson tn.
nominee end Reel Istate, 302
N. 1211t • 751-3263.

14. WANT TO BUY
100 AMP FUSE BOX and
used 220 electric well
heaters. Call 436-2289 after
PriV

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
3 DEEP FREEZERS, 475
eath. Call 759-4895
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Call 4362758,
FOR SALE. Cheap, upright
clothes washer in good
condtton. Call 753-4876,
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15. per rick for short wood,
517.50 for long wood. Call 7535612.
SALE:
Kenmore
FOR
washing machine. Call 753
5618.
ACETYLENE
HARRIS
, Welder with tips and Cutting
torch. Soft hose with guages,
1 year 041. Cell 753.2521.
LEATHER COAT. Size 17-18,
585 for a $200 coat only worn
three times. Call '753 6970
between 9 and 4.
3 PICK UP TRUCK loads of
fire wood and kindling, $10
per load, you haul. Call 759

led
HONEY ‘A/4-4Y
,Ofitr YOU PuT
PAPER DOW") ANIL
,
TALK TO riaE

e.
••

'jigOKAY•••tA/1-4AT

r- WAS AFRAID

• [THE 695 I

VIOULO NIDU ENJOY
'TALKING ABOUT'

NEED C:0I:7
(
-UTE COAT
t,6,71-1AT
SAV/
(s,

TI-1AT MIGHT
HAPPENS

r

•

L7

A1P••

NI>
▪ MI PHANTOM NEE T
ro MR. WALK egz .
;# MARRIED
MY NIECE
121AeLit,

LUCKY

trtr-7

WE ALL KNEW
HER WHEN DANE,
HERE,WAS
CCW1MISSIONER.

r -

5IR, IF '/OU'Vf ANY
IDEA'S. ASOUT
THAT *ASKED
,
MAN_
"

it
COWW ANYTIME
ALWAYS GI- AO TO
SEE YChJ e,OYS.

.
4os,
16. Home FUR/flit/MOS

MAN.
A

HIDE A BED couch in good
condition Call 753 3293

Or Trod.
Used Furniture or AppRermes

We Bey, Sell

4

rI

ii
•

FOR SALE: Brown Early
American couch and chair
Call after 5 pm,753 1805

TWIN MATTRESS & BOX
Springs, $10. 2 twin beds,
dresser and night gand.
needs refinishing, $75.
Trundle bed, $45. 2 bean bag
chairs, 15 each, toy box, $5.
Call 753-8670.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 144-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
'
19. FARM EQUIP.
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,
5' bushhog. C011153-5618.
1972 NEW HOLLAND 975
combine. 4 row beats and
win header.- Cott 901.782.
3442. John Weiher Jr., Rt. I,
Cottage Grove, Tenn,38224.
20. SPORTS EQUIP,
BAKER TREE STAND. Like
new, $24. Call 753-0271 after 5
pm.
PRO 45. V.H.F. high low
scanner, Glentield Martin 22
caliber rifle. Call 753-0271,
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs„used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN,
HELP WANTED To oversee
furnished 3 room apartment
26. TV-RADIO
in exchange for reasonable
CB RADIO, Hain equiptrent. Heat and water furment, Lineers. Call 474-2748.
nished. Retiree or retired
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
couple. 502-235-5902.
25" color tv at a bargain? We
LAB
TECHNICAL
have 3 with damaged
WORKER
Needed. Job
cabinets-works perfect and
laboratory
opening for
fully warranted. Clayton's
technician at Volunteer
(formerly J & 8 Music), 753General Hospital, part time
7575.
(week-ends) or full time. If
COLOR TV. Large screen,
interested, contact Mickey
Early
American
wood
McKinnis,
Medical
cabinet, $100. Call 436-5366
Technologist Supervisor,
after
7
pm.
Monday through Friday,8:00
PANA SONIC, AM FM, 8.
am to 4 pm. Call 901-5874261
track
recorder, record
Ext: 127, MartirrTenn.
player, turn table, stand for
NEED
RESPONSIBLE
speakers.
Call 753.6658.
person to it in my home 4
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
hours daily. Call 753-6157
Friday nigtds till 9. Drive
PART TIME OR Full time to
'and save at Sisson's Zenith
cleamup cars. Call Troy
for the 1978 close out sale. 19
Garland, 753-6970. •
miles west of Murray on hwy
"PART
TIME
TAKE'
94. Phone 1-382-2174.
inventory in local stores. Car
27. MOB. HOME SALES
necessary. Write phone
1972, 2 BR, gas, completely
number, experience to: ICC
furnished, harvest gold
189, box 304, Paramus NJ,
appliances, new carpet,
07652."
drapes, -large bath. underpenning, $4700. Call 753STUFFERS & MAILERS
4074 or 753.1877.
urgently needed! S25 per
hundred. Guaranteed. Send
3 BR, 11
/
2 BATH, furnished,
self-addressed
stamped
central heat and air. -sharp.
envelope, TK Enterprise,
Call 753-1725 or 759.4926.
Box 21679, Depver, CO 80221.
FOR SALE: Mobile home
USED
CAR
REC(IN
parts Anchors, Kool Seal
DI TIONING and detail man,
Top dretsing, locks of all
to work at prosirressive_Flwrt_ -types. pareetyzer tear gaS,
de-aiershiii-Th III. Top salary
new doors for mobile homes,
and benefits, For the right
keys cut, all different keys.
man. Call coNect, 217-532Open 5 days a week. Hale
3921.
Lock Shop. Call 753.5980
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
FOR
Story Ave.
10. sus.OPPORTUNITY
SALE
OWN YOUR OWN Business!
Nice 2 BR trailer,12
Area distributor for Rand
wide, 65 ft. long, 2 alr
McNally Maps. No selling.
Service company established
conditioners,
newly
accounts Investments $1,650
carpeted throughout,
to $15,450 secured by inwasher and dryer,
ventory and three refer tes
to
Personnel
Director,
patio,
carport.
NAMOD 2121 Montevallo Rd.
Located
in
very
S.W. Birmingham, Alabama
desirable spot at
35211 or call toll, free 1-800633-4545.
Mobile Home Village.
TIRED -OF the every day
Call 753-4171 for furj0b?"55-`ereyour own business
ther infOrmation.
- one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
FOR SALE, 12 x 64 Baywood
and the buildiegs. DONALD
trailer, very nice. call 759
R TUCKER REALTOR, 7531135 after 5 pm.
/342,
1914.12 X 60, 2 BR trailer. All
electrie, furnished, underpenned, central air,
83811PER WEEK
metal storage building, good
PART TIME
condition. Call,753-5502_after
4
QT.
WI w a notion&

Catfish
Si6p«
Watson's

/

442-9747

Office may

be reoched on 753/916 and- 753-1917.

Boneless

Starks Hardware

Swimming
Pools

Classified

SPECIAL!

12th di Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

MARY K COSMETIC Site.
Open house, pre Christmas
sale. 10 to 25 percent off
Saturday NOV. II. - 10-4
refreshrgents served,
Maplewood Estates, one mile
East 94, Call 759-1467.
YOUR NEEL)Lieureenfein,
NEEDLINE. 753-6333. '
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: MAN'S BROWN
Vacinity
of
ertSity branch Bank of
W
Unailvle
Murray, Captian D's or
Paalial'e. -' Call 753-9383,
Reward!!
6. HELP WANTED
COOK AND WAITRESS
wanted at Rib Shack. A•ppiy
In person.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, vslary,
room and board. 7591661.
'EQUIPMENT-ORATOR
Physical plant. Permanent,
full-time, salary 54.84 per
hour. Must have satisfactory
experience in the operation
of backhoe, small dozer and
have a working knowledge in
the operation of patrol
garder and crane. Must be
able to service at-id do light
maintenance
on
above
equipment. Apply at the
office of Personnel Services,
Sparks Hall, MSU.

St

•

and
753-1918

2. NOTICE

1. NOTICE

It's A
Fact
Fres Gift
Wrapping

Amollowwlmwwwwwwk.

Society

Sports

2. NOTICE
DeVANT1'S RESTAURANT
needs g Stet Wars costume
All parts needed Call 753
1314
FOR WATKINS Products.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753 3126.

g
CON r.P,

1-10M
RE
EN
STS and
-1
:-M
2SOM
B9
IL
BEN"
_ _ _ -mobile home spaces for-rent
Call
753Courts.
at R iveria
• 3280.
NICE 2 BR mobile home in
small court. Large yard, one
or two persons only. Call 753
0216 after 5 pm._ .
2/. HEATING & COOLING
.
FISHER
WOOD STOVEPapabear model, brand new,
$300. Call 436-5366 after 7 pm.
WARM MORNING coal or
wood,$75. Call 436.2292.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED: Rental house,
unfurnished, 3 or 4 BR. Call
1-803.224-3339 after Nov. 15th.
32. APT51..FOR RENT.
SMALL
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, on Blood
month.
per
Lake.
$60
--River
Call 436-2427.
EF.FICENCY
SMALL
apartment, furnished, $85
per month, water included.
Available Nov.'15, 753.7547.
13. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university, $60. plus
utilities. Call 436-2411.
WANTED ROOM MATE to
share reasonable rent and
expences in comfortable 3
BR house in Mayfield. Call
Rick, 1-247-0489 after 5 pm
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BR HOUSE -for rent.
Furnished or unfurnished.
Must have references. Call'
435-4593 after 5 pm.
2 BR HOUSE on South 10th
St. extended, partially
furnished Call day, 753 1268
after 5,753 9730.
2 BR Housg, for rent, at
Coldwater. Couples. 489-2637.
36. RENT OR LEASE
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice tot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, Many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call
753-7405 after 6 pm.
STORAGE Bicycle, rnowers:
tillers,
mopeds, small
inotorc vcle -83.00 month
Large mowers, motorcycles,
$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
320.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft. up. 753 7400

?I

42 ACRES+ ON Asbury
Road, about 2 miles N. of
Coldwater. 35 acres good
creek bottom, possession
with deed. Only $26,500.
Galloway Realty, 522 Main
St. Cat 753-5842„.
OP BUSINESS
PORTUN1TY. New business
growth
excellent
with
potential. Features complete
lint of childrens clothieg
including exclusive agency
for Stfide-Rite shoes for the
West Kentucky and West
Tennessee area. Business,
inventory and fixtures for
sale. Contact KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753.1222 for all
details.

When you add k
an up it just

makes sense to
own your own

REDU
SHA
only
Club
Imm

WA
Forr
from
BR.
home

New 1
home 1
121 W.
with h
whid

home.

Guy Spann
Realty
901 Sycamore 753-7724

nimhl

al. BOYD-MAJORS."

REAL ESTATE

753-8080_
-erofftworlaisemees
womerriencuyTouer
BRAND NEW . . . 3
bedroom branch with
living MOM, family
rm., 2 bath B.V., with
double
garage.
Located in lovely
Bagwell Sub. near BelAir Shopping. To See
this beauty call 7538080 today. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
3 BEDROOM, 1I,2 BATH,
near tovfn. Nice deep lot in
area of nice hornet but zoned
B 3 for the future. Ideal for
rental income. Priced at
NELSON
THE
$20,500.
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759.1707.
THE
DIAMOND
IN
ROUGH... Finish your home
4
have
then you will
bedrooms, Ws baths, setting
on 2 acres ml Just 8 minutes
from Murray and 8 minutes
from lake. Posession on
delivery of deed pricer, in
teens. Investigate today by
JOBS
LORETTA
calling
. REALTORS at753 1492.

Gvy Spann 753-25$7
T.C. Collie 753-5122
Levis, Poker 7512409
_Preetke Dvan 753.5725-

4
6 room brick home on;
beautiful corner lot. 1006-,
Fairlane, and only $36,500A
DONALD
R
TUCKER'
REALTOR, 502 Maple 73.35,
4342,
------GET RICH FROM IN-.
FLATION. Once in a lifetime,
opportunity',
investment
where inflation is your friend,:
not your foe. Shopping center .
T
for sale with owner financings,:
available and excellent taree,
shelter. For details call on'.
contact Nelson Shroat c
THE NELSON SHROAT CD.
Uncle
Jeff's
Shopping.,
Center. 759-1707.

Trick
--the kith
'the me4
Kirkwo
with De

Donald
Tucker
Realtor
50? sew.
751 4342

Tired of the everyday
job. .. Open your own
business-one. that is
ready to operate.
Hazel Lumber Company complete with
stock, equipment, and
the building.

Beapti;

home.
firepla
tral he
water.

Joe Kennon 136 5676
lad Noll 751 41161
Mary flatti Smith 753 1183
motel Brandon 753 1 513
tl•)n %diet 753 1930
OMB

HELP WANTED
Apply In Person
Waitress
Full or Part Time

Think
look at
is ver
reason
Reduco

Jerry's
S 12th,Murray.

For Nerd

••••"

•oar
, annef in us*,•••• mow
IM••••••• Oftwe 11••••

Storage Space

753 4758

43.11

41. REAL ESTATE

Restaurant

145 Sa. Sito
,041

,
.
FOR SALE. Fewer pigs:
' REALThic
Call 753-0468.
THREE HAMPSHIRE
Boars, weight, 175 to 225 lbs.
Call 489 2113 after 6.pm.
8 YEAR OLD GELDING. 14
hands tall, very gentle. Call
South 12th at SS11met1
751.0224 after 5:30 or
weekends.
TELEPHONE 7531%1
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
We still have farms!
AKC
REGISTERED
Labrador, male. Good blood
One of the best in the
lines, $50. Call 436-5366 after 7
county is this 88 acre
pm.
farm located west of
AKC ENGLISH Springer
Kirksey. There are 65
Spaniel puppies. Versatile
Combinging
gun
dogs.
acres of tend-able land
beauty with brains. Call 1.
and good fences on the
4.421973.
farm. Make your offer
AKC REGISTERED Collie
puppies. $50 each. Call 492
today!
861/.
AKC MINIATURE male
a*?-- -Love - fp
D.at &bused---Rep pi•
- - -DOLLLASI--04Z
bargain? Who save you can't
champion blood lines, with 6
gTehta
at atnba
foto;
5
osrepa ine
N;a
generation
pedigree, -1160
This is one
each. (parents weigh 5 to 7
door(
..
bedroom
with
storm
lbs.). 1-527.9700.
and windows, carpetedf.
DOBERMAN,
Germar
drapes...2 acres for that
Shepherd mixed puppies,
garden next spring...Priced%
$35. each. Call 901-648-5424,
just right! LORETTA JOBXI
Grayson, Tenn.
REALTORS,753-1492.
MALE AFGHAN HOUND.
$175 Call 753-0271 after 5 pm.
MALE WIRE HARED Fox
terrior puppy for sale. Call
753-3981.
PURE BRED GERMAN
Shepherd puppies, $30 each.
94 east turn by Carl Lee
813
7Y
5
:M
80
A8
10
ORS
Grocery onto Irvin Cobb Rd.,
REAL ESTATE
first white house on !eft.
Come after 4pm.
SUDSBURY PARK. We
groom all breeds of small
Professional Services
and medium dogs. Located in
With The Friendly Touch"
town for your convenience.
THE HILTON IT
By appointment only. Call
AIN'T - But it is a
7594140.9.5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
heckava good buy! 4
grooming.
room frame with 2
SHEPHERD x DOBERMAN
bedrms. and vz -bath.
puppies, $25.00. Good guard
dogs! Also want car tran
Extra wide 1.6 acre lot
sport. Trade? Evenings 759on Hwy. 94 E. near
1739.
Brow g'S
Grocery.
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS.
21/2 years old. Call 753-5618.
Priced for Quick Sale
THREE
MALE
Cocker
at $12,000. BoydSpaniel
puppies.
AKC
Majors Real Estate,
registered. 3 months old,
Fine, healthy pups. Would
105 N.12th.
make good pets for children.
$50. Call 753.0943 after 5 pm.
ECONOMY SPECIAL-,;,
Mon. Through Fri, Anytime
House and 1 acre on State
Sat. and Sun.
Line Road near Hazel. Goo/
starter home and priced at
41. PUBLIC SALES
only $13,500. Better not
hesitate on this one! Phone
BIG GARAGE SALE, love
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753seat, clothes, nic-naks and
1222 or come by our con_other items. Friday and
veniently,located off ice at 71).
Saturday, nine',louses past
Main Street.
Warner's Animal clinic on
left
C.

Mini
Warehouse

Hodge Son, I

,zr••4•.441W4.4elhlfr'WW4WV."'4..."

41. REAL ESTATE

37 LIVESTOCK-SUPP.

753

*rale-
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ESTATE
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43.

*inlay Auction
Realty Sales
it Sy ca mot•

E 7531061
re farms!
lest in the
is 88 acre
d west of
are are 65
fable land
ces on the
your offer

save you can't
a bargain; to
those... Neat
storm door
5, carpetede
res for that
pring...Priced.
RETTA JOB
0-1492

Cot

REAL P.STATE
JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

411911,

Auctioneer attur
Appraiser
Ph 93! 473-2111 473-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

,11

oft

753-0101 -7531331

REDUCED SiWODO,$42.S4,9AI00 $37,500
SHARP 3 BR brick in tip-top condition. Located
only minutes from town and near Oaks Country
Club. 2/3 acre lot helps add that spacious feeling.
Immediate Possession.

NAJO
ESTATE
8080

INFLATION
FIGHTER.
Whip inflation now with this
spaCious 3 BR. 2 bath..herne
with living roam, den, kitChen and dining room. Lots
of special features for yearround enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter
ahead.
Large
wooden
backyard deck for those
summer cookouts! You can
enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for
through a separate apart
relent with vaulted beamed
Ceilings and a fireplace. The
apartment currently rents
for $125 per month. Priced in
40's. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

111

8G1Kg'D [I]&D

49:USED CA-12$

,TON IT
Itit it is a
iod buy! 4
ie with 2
Id "2 -bath.
1.6 acre lot
4 E. near
Grocery.
Quick Sale
0. Boydal Estate,

1961 FORD pickup, straight
1970 BUICK Skylark. 2 door
10 PACKAGES OR LEN
hard lop, vinyl top. power shift. V-11 engine, runs good.
steering,
tilt Spare parts available. $175.
wheel,
rally , wheels, 1963 Ford pickup, straight
shift, V-8 engine in excellent
automatic, 350 motor, ex
cellent condition. 753-8466 condition, very little rust,
good
tires. $275. Call 753-8120.
after S pm.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN 1969 FORD VAN. 3 speed
DEVILLE. Loaded with With Craigars. Runs good.
equipment, steel belted Call 75T-3742.
radial tires, a real good car, 1974 MODEL TANDEN
$1350. Call 1-354-6237.
dump truck. Cell 753.5618.
1970 CORVETTE. $3800. Call 1974 4-WHEEL
DRIVE
Dodge
753 3680 after S pm.
Ram
Charger.
1973 CHEVELLE S.S., swivel Excellent shape. 7334112 ask
z=a
bucket seats, AM-FM, 9- for-Kenny.
track, wheels, new tires, Si. CAMPERS
excellent
condition.
1973 1979 MODELS ARRIVI
NG,
GML._one- Ion nick
-come-out- -enct--take-a-facar.
436 5664.
White's Camper Sales, your
1964 - 2-DOOR
Mercury local
Starcraft dealer.
Cornett. V.8, 289 motor, good Complete line of parts and
condition_ Blue, bucket seats, accessories. Non-toxic antires like new. Askiing $350. tifreeze $3.99 per gal.Located
4 miles from Murray on 94
Call 435-4585.
1 5156°
0 We Unded Feature
Syndicate Inc
1969 FORD FAIRLANE-500, East. Call 753-0605.
4 door, sedan, good condition. TRAVEL TRAILERi 29 FT.
50? Maple
Holiday Rambler. Complete
Call 753.3454.
with air conditioner, sway
753 4342
bar, road leveler and
STEP
receiver. Excellent conINTO
dition, $5500. Call 435-4265
ANOTHER WORLD!
after 7 pm.
When you open the
43. REAL ESTATE
'78 COUGAR XR7
52. BOATS & MOTORS
46. HOMES FOR SALE
front door of this
Leeks & drises bread nevi,
12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
lovely 4 BR, 2 bath
I,. mass, leaded with exMercury motor. Call 733i. Popt.irtlenton
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION home with mosiac oak
5618.
tras, comfort supreme, still
Nice two bedroom brick
floors, solid brass door
1978 1700 PRO CRAFT, 175
veneer, newly decorated, full
Iii warraaty. Will sell or
Mercury motor Phoenix
basement and complete
knobs, antique stair
trade on.SON
Tandom trailer. All extras
upstairs, with two baths.
case. These are only a
with it, call 753-7687.
Could
have
basement
few of the extras in
apartment and rental rooms
53. SERVICES OFFERED
this home. Call us
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
Your Volume Dealer
desireable location, within
today for further
refrigeration
work. Also
733-5273
walking distance of thee V.
details. _ _
small electrical lobs. Call
University. Price upper 30's.
751:076
2
after 5pm.
1973 Grand Torino, 351
Weekends& Evenings Coll
REDUCED
ANOTHER
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BYARS
Joe Ilioinoe 436 5676
31000. 2 bedroom, white engine, good condition. Call General BROTHERS 8. Sonhome 'remodeling,
lv ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Bud Moll 753 4868
frame house in good location. anytime-436-2282.
framing, aluminum
Lake. Call Cuck Thurman, -All appliances and draperi
es 1978 MERCURY COUGAR, gutters, and roofing. siding,
Mary Beth Smith 753 3333
759-1677, Chilton
Call 1Hance
miles, extras,
go with house. Call 753-9924 very low
Mate) Brandon 753 1513
Realty.
galore, loaded. Like new car 395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
after 3:30 pm.
Dee fucks, 753 1930
for $6500. will sell or trade. B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser
4S. FARMS FOR SALE
47. MOTORCYCLES .
vice calls or in-shop repairs
Call 753-5273.
FAR OUTI! Only 9 miles
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
1974 MUSTANG II MACH I. of hydraulic parts, jack
from Murray to this comtires and
battery, good one
rebuildi
ng, prices starting at
owner, excellent conpletely fenced 10 acre farm
mectianical condition. Call
dition. Call Jan before 8 am or $17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
with 3 bedroom 1 bath house, 492-8102.
Call 436-2788.
'
after 5 pm. 753-3069.
barns, outbuilding also in1974 YAMAHA 650, $350. Call
CARPET CLEANING, at
cluded.
DONALD
In Business
R
1968
MUSTA
NG,
6
cylinder
,
759-1334. _
TUCKER REALTOR 753good condition, 8 track tape, reasonable rates. Prompt
Since 195,
'
43. USED CARS 4342.
$550. Call 753-0321 after 3:30 and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
_ 753-S646
1973 HONDA, automatic, pm.
•CHIMNEY CLEANING,rain
$1200 or best offer. Call 753- 1974 MONTI CARLO
46. HOMES FOR SALE
with
6531 or 759-1155
53,000 miles. Runs good, body caps installed, minor repair.
References
LAKE HOME. You won't FOR SALE BY OWNER. 1973
AUDIE
100
GL. in great shape with new paint the Chimne furnished. Call
y experts. Magic
have to waste precious time Leaving town must sell. 3 Excellent condition. Low lob,$2000. Call 436-5680
.
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759and money on upkeep with BR, 2 Bath, den, living room, mileage, call Mayfield 247- 1976
OLDS
AMEGA
, 4-door, 4878.
this quality built, year-round kitchen with dining area, 6493 after 5 pm week days.
small 'V-8, automatic, $1895.'
lake home. Some of the .laundry and garage. Storage
CAN'T GET those small jobs
1973
ANTIQ
CARS.
Mayric
UE
1941
k,
6
Ford
cyl.,
building
with work shop.
features include mainCoupe, excellent conditinn. automatic,' air, $1050. Call around the house or mobile
tenance free exterior, cen- Lees carpeting, Teakwood
home done? Carpentry,
Ford Custon, excellent 489;2595.
fireplace,
tral heat and air, three tiles,
birch 1954
painting,
plumbing,
conditi
dishwasher. 886.1107on" Call Frank, 1-502- 1971 PINTO AS IS, for $100. aluminum siding, patios:_bedrooms, __two _baths_ _wart- cabinets,
plenty of room for en- garbage
- disposal, McPher-.--See at 132- -South - Can be seen at 94 east, turn small concrete jobs, call 436son,
Hopkinsville, on Irvin Cobb Rd., first whitetertaining or just plain refrigerator, bar, AM-FM
-2362 after S pm. Kentucky.
house on left.
relaxing and enjoying life. intercom, central heat and
DO YOU
need stumps
Change your lifestyle for the air, patio, 2600 sq. ff. $56,000. 1973 BUICK LaSabre. Take 1970 PONTIAC, GRAND removed
from your yard or
753-6017
better and let us tell you Call
for
ap- over payments Call 753-2964. PRIX, good condition, white land cleared of stumps
? We
about this fine home. Phone pointment
1970 BUICK Skylark, power With black vinyl roof. Black can remove stumps
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
brakes and air, good con- interior, needs motor and below the ground,up 10 24"
FOR SALE: 2 story clapleaving
1222 • anytime. . We make board house, 3 BR. Up-fully
some body work. Power and only sawdust
dition Call 753-1977.
and chips. Call
buying and selling Real -carpeted with extra large
air, sell for best offer. Call for free estimat
e, Steve Shaw
Estate easy for you!
753,3855.
bath plus sitting area. Solid
753-94913 or Bob kemp, 435
oak staircase and floors
PdNTIAC GTO 1968, white 4343.
USED
CARS
down. Formal dining, break
with black interior, good DR I VEWAY,
fast room, kitchen with
conditon, one owner, $1200. areas villite5 & PARKING
1977 T-Bird
rocked and
extras, guest bedroom, full
47.1498.
graded. Free estimates, Call
Black with Dove GI-,
bath, utility room and large
0
ON T IAC Tempest, Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
family room with wood Interior.
ItectinolL
good condition,$550. 4 wheels after 4 pm.
burning fireplace. Wall
with ET mags, $225. Phone EXPERIENCE
seats, power u indou
D
CARpaper through out. 2 car
753.338.1 after 5:30 pm.
PENTER will do carpentry
air
conditi
garage
oning
a
r
and
wood shed.
Cl 753-74!1
1972
RALLY
or
roofing. Free estimantes.
NOVA. Very
Situated on 155' X 250' lot,
much more
sharp, automatic, air, power Call 759-1405.
appointment only. Owner
Call
753
steering
6970
.
Can
.be
seen
at
FENCE SALES at Sears
leaving town. 1504 HerGains AMC or phone 436-2524 now. Call Sears
mitage Pl. 753-0110.
753-2310 for
or 436-5496.
free estimates for your
SILVER 1978 Toyota .Celica needs.
GT lift back, 15,000 miles,AM-FM stereo, built in CB FOR ALL YOU' Small
radio like new. Call 753-8273 cor .
-rete, carpentry, pain
or 753-1419.
ting and plumbing jobs, can
753-0646 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Christmas Tour
1. Sears continuous gutters
AMR& 31/1 sties of
installed
per- your
etilyd.1
1 .°11
1u 3 bedrooms, 11
• specifications.
/
2
Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
bath, excellent- -baseboard
Carter's Court-Franklin, Tenn.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
beat, goo# eu, stock Mrs,
Itberglass. Call 759-1820 after
Visit The Quaint Shops
house is brick Oise stone. Ca
641 South Murray, By.
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect.
Decorated For Christmas
753.3263.
753-2617
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Tour Historic Carter House
and gas installation, will do
Wayne Wilson 753-5016
Return Via Nashville, Tenn.
Looking For A Goa Saver?
plumbing, heating and sewer
Tom Herndon 753-0971
0 cleaning. Call 753-7203.
Ride brooks Bus Line Deluxe Buses
Check Those Parcoe„
Shirley %Weird 753-3043
• LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
Florida Circle Tour
5 prompt, efficient service,
Alex Mcleod 753-1575
75 P.
$11175
753-3263
17th Street
, one owner 24,000 • call Ernest White,753-0605.
3
des, Murray Car.
1- SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
or bats insulation. • TVA
76
Menui
QUIET ACRES! A place to
$2,475
Includes trip to Disney-world
Town Coupe, 26,000 miles. it material approved. Free
relax and enjoy the good
automatic
transmission, v. estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Call
life...3 bedroom ranch with
sharp.
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
living room,• family room,
Ruth Blackwood
-. Call (502)-924-5541.
kitchen -den
76 Christie
don $2495
Tour
Represe
ntative
Two door, 21,000 miles, blurbination. Situated on 2recres
with blue interior, radials. A
Pennyrile Tours
in East school district. Blue
white wall tires, automatic
skies and clean air area few
Call
753-2827 after 5.00 p.111
transmission.
Custom Combining
of the bonuses you get in this
brick only 2 miles from lake.
or write
711 Chevotte
$3,375
Soybeans only
LORETTA
Four door, light blue, blue
JOBS
203 Se Ith St.
interior, ,j1,000 miles.
474-2384
REALTORS,753-3492.
Murray antucky 42071
utornat)c transmission, air
conditioner, Michelin radial
tires. like new.
Wood
77 Meshing
For Sale
Cobra
$4,375
$15 pick up
White with red interior, red
Southside Court Square
stripes, 4 speed, air con$20
delivered
Kentuck
Merroy,
y
ditioner.'
7534451
77 Pontiac
Growl Prix 1.1
Son roof loaded. •
78 Pantos Rreblrilir.ea.
T-Top, green, whitt,interior.
power steering, power
brakes, air conditioner.
rally wheels,
7$ Caprice
Four door, 15,000 miles, full
power and air. air conditioner,
AM/FM
REAL ESTATE
711 Oldsmobile Regency
753-8080
Four door, light blue, Nut
vinyl roof, loaded
e.siorial Services
72 back tioeffie
With The roendly Touch"
Four door,.dark green. full
power, air conditioner, exBEEN WAITING FOR
tra nice car

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

broke:, row,

"THE BUNDLE I CARRY
HERE
HEAVIER THAN THE ONE I 19
CARR(
HOME.

OWNER FINANCING POSSIBLE
WALK to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Sub. You'll enjoy the heavily wooded lot
from the 1st floor patio or the deck off the master
BR. If you're looking for a year around 3
BR
home near the lake just call us.

753:

EXTRA EXTRAS
New listing. Extremely nice 3 BR,2'.42 bath brick
home located near Calloway-Graves Co. Line on
121 W. Energy efficient heat pump. Fireplace
with heatolatoe, extra insulation dr therma pane
Only 1 yr. old & offered at only $45,500.

immor

PARKER
FORD

ROOFING,
FLAT
LEE'S
CARPET
OR
CLEANING, via:ire-back, SHINGLES Waterproofing
and
mobile
homes.
steam
15 years
dry
cleaning,
r eferences.
Reasonable experience. 435 4773.
rates, free estimates. Call SMALL DOZER -Spreading,
753-3827.
leveling, back filling. Call
LOCAL,. HAULING
and 753-7370.
moving Most anything. Call SINGLE
DUMP
AXLE
Ed,436-2658
truck, will haul sand, coal,
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call rock, etc...Call 1-365-6116 ask
George Landolt at 753 8170 or for Mike.
John Boyer at 753-8536.
SEW FOR PUBLIC. Have
NEED TREES cut? Landolt experience. Call 753-7347
Tree Service. Call George WET BASEMENT? We
Landolt, 75111170.
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranPIANO TUNING and repair
teed.
Call or write Morgan ,o
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Musk- enter, 753-3682 Or 753- Cons-ruction Ccrl - -Route--1;
44
8o2x702
40'
6? A, Paducah, Ky.
7349 after 6 pm.
excellent 42001. Phone day or night 1ROOF 1N-G,
references.
Call 753-486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm, WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
my home week days. Age 2-5
ask for Shelley.
years old. Call 753-7547.

YES!
We changed the look of our building. . . but
not our price, quality or service.
;ame Low Prices
High Quality
And Excellent Service
Come by and see us
You're always welcome

Thornton Tile
And Marble

.753.7724

53-2567
'53-5122
753-2409
le 753-5725"

Pennyrile Tours
Will Host Their
Annual One Day

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Trick or Treat. Next Halloween you can give all
the kids apples from your back yard orchard. In
the meantime you can enjoy this 3 BR brick on
Kirkwood Dr. & near Murray High. Possession
with Deed. Offered at $39,900.
lot

ft,

S. 9th

•'Quality That Will Please"

Waldrop Realty

John Smith, Realtor

pann
Ilty

7

SafariA
- t-December 9th

can

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

_ MIME!!UWE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
%Owner has other ,interest. Price
;11000.
.

•-701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301_ -

PHONE
592-6854961

a

Dec. 26 - Jan. 1

RANDY LEE

a

NEW LISTING
Beautiful wooded It, acre lot with custom built
home. Featuring 2 bedrooms, living room, and
fireplace with formal dining room. Also has central heat and air and single car garage. In Colde
water.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance A Real Estate

EST 30 City
1979 F.P.A.
,9A Versatile
Hatchback

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda
800 Chestrivt

ri--..-aNGRATULATIONS?..JUDY AND GLENDA
ofikok,

'80.YDMAJORS

,

TIRED OF RENTING?
Think you can't buy at todaf's prices, then
take a
look at this hqp_e con,gip-wouthside of town.
Borne
Is very well kepi, has gas
heat and at a
reasonable price. Let us show you,this today.
..
Reduced to 818,750.

John Smith
Realtor
Call
753-7411
(Anytime!)
07 Cell..

Linda McKinney-753-8567
Cynthia Gamble-759-1396
Bill Harrison- 759-4S31"
Ron Talent- • 753-9894

A BARGAIN? &V. 3
bedroom, built in 1973
large kitchen-den with
fireplace,
formal
dining area. Central
heat and air, 2 car
garage. Wooded lot in
Panorama
Shores
w7TAT-ViFw.
BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc

Sunset Boulevaa-Musw
Dixieland (enter

_EFT
.YourfIDPIOme_
Sii;-reo Spe( i,tIisIs

1978 THUNDERBIRD, 9,000'
miles, $6250 Call 489 2242 or
489-2233 after 5 pm. 1967 VALVO. Good conditon,
new tires,5450_ Call f53.9371.
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
_ovivirra
Sedan Delivery, rough
'Johnston and Glenda Smith
have been selected Associates of the Month of Octo
ber for the office of Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Car

:inimmellennenneer
RESTORABLE
HOUSE
AND 30 ACRES. Property
with lots of potential House,
garage and 30 acres all for
521,5001 That's right, better
call right now. K0PP‘FIUD
REALTY, 753 1222. We are
members of multiple listiQg

-s

NOR NBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
.K19 %Alma St r

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:3O-Noon.

Datum Inc.

Pe1C1 9131/1 $1.75
40011141 11 116011(Antiwar
* 753 411)

604 teeth 13t6 Wont
Phases(Mt 751-7114
MIITTer, reiffetty

PrIffa MA* CUT $1.50
Poe

Murray-

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7 30 til 5:00
e

(ter

•

;

Ohio Valley Real Estate

F

ON

ck tid-rne on:
ner lot. 1006
only $36,509
TUCKER
12 Maple 753
.0;
FROM IN-",
:e in a lifeti
opportunit
i is your fri
lopping center'..;
vner financing
excellent tax,,
etails call or;
n Shroat
SHR OA T CO
Shopping....

SPECIAL

S3. SERV10ESOPIIEREO- 33. SERVICESOFFERED

527-1468 753-90

SPECIAL,
acre on State
ar Hazel. Goocr
and priced a2
. Better not
is one! Phone
REALTY,
e by our con-ni
ted off ice at 73

au add it
it just
sense to
•ur own
rile.

Se. USED TRUCKS

•

QUA
LITY
REA

tal Services
ince, Touch"

. everyday
71 your own
that is
operate.
•ber Comte With
,ment, and

43. REAL ISTATB

7534492
1200 Sycamore

SOB..•
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I Deaths and Fuperalsi

Students To Perform Concert
Of Duo-Piano, Percussion Music

Mrs. Neuman Bell's Oscar Thompson Is
Funeral Is Today
Dead At Age Of 82;
The funeral for Mrs.
Funeral Is Trday
Neuman Bell, the former
It•

Retta Stubblefield, will be
Oscar Thompson, father of
held .today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill Mason Thompson of Hardin,
Funeral Home with the Rev. died Wednesday at his home in
Fred Richardson officiating Willowick, Ohio. He was 82
and Mrs. Oneida White years of age and a former
resident of Marshall County.
providing the music.
UNITED STATES Coast Guard Auxiliary Division XXVII
The deceased was a
Pallbearers. will be Kelly
met Nos. 4 41 Kentucky Dam Village Inn. The Division inBrooks McCuiston, Trellis member of the Union Hill
cludes five flotillas located in Western Kentucky. Capt.
McCiuston, Euin Dick, Carlos Church of Christ near Hardin.
Shirley T. Johnson, second right, presided. Vice (curl.
Survivors
are his wife, Mrs.
Coleman, Norris Osborn, and
minder Leonard Sawyer, right, conducted the election
Orville Thurman. Burial will Evalena Thompson: four
with
Mrs. Johnson reelected Division Captain and Neale
follow in the Murray City sons, Mason of Hardin, Joe of
R. Mason, second left, as s ice captain. Guests attending
Willowick,
Ohio,
Louis
of
Cemetery.
were Lt. Michael Kelly, DIRAUX, Nashville, Tenn., left,
Mrs. Bell,.16, a resident pf .Midlefield, Ohio, and Jesse
Vice -Commodore-and Mrs.leoward Sawyer,Tvansville7
Lee
of
Columbus,
one
Ohio;
Paducah,
formerq,
of
Ind., and Petty Officer Gerry Bank, Boating Safety
Calloway
County, died brother, Hoy Thompson of
Detachment,Paducah.
Hardin;
eight
grandchildren;
Thursday at the Western
seven great grandchildren.
Baptist Hospital,Paducah.
The funeral will be held
She is survived ,py her
husband, Neuman Bell; two today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
sons, Charles Bell, Somerset, the Collier Funeral Home,
and Don Bell, Louisville; two Benton, with 0. D. McKendree
sisters. Mrs.Elbert Allbritten, officiating. Burial will follow
A special feature at the Church.
Hazel, and Mrs. George in the Murray Memorial
At 4:00 p.m. the group will
Seventh-day Adventist Church
McCreery, New Concord; Gardens,
will be a visit by a group of go to Fulton where they will
three • grandchildren; . one
youth from the Boarding have a musical and witnessing
great grandebild.
Academy at Portland, Tenn. program at the Fulton SDA
- This is a gymnastic team who Church there.
Saturday at 6:00 p.m. the
also gives a special musical
"Responsible
Response" and witnessing program. This Gymnastic Team will put on a
will be the subject of the group will be having special secular performance at the
sermon by the Rev. R. E. spiritual witnessing programs South Fulton High School Gym
in South Fulton, Tenn.
Final rites for Mrs. Mary L Rabatin, pastor of the First in this District this weekend.
This and all of the weekend
" The program is as follows Hood pf 703 South 16th Street, Presbyterian Church, at the
Mureiy, will be held Sunday 10:45 a.m. worship services on Friday evening, November 10 programs will be open to the
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. Sunday, Nov. 12, at the at 6:30 p.m. a Vesper service public who are urged to atat the Paris Seventh-day tend. No charge will be made
H. Churchill Funeral Home church.
with the Rev. Dr. Walter
The Children's sermon will Adventist Church on Wood St. for the Saturday night
program but a freewill ofMischke, Jr., officiating. be in riddle form which asks in Paris, Tenn.
Sabbath (Saturday ) at 9:15 fering will be taken to help the
Burial will follow in the -When is a person like a
a.m. the group will have.the team pay for traveling exMurray City cemetery.
candle?"
penses.
Friends may call at the
The Chancel Choir, directed Church Service at the Murray
funeral home after 2 p.m. by Lisa Slater with Steve Seventh-day Adventist Church
today (Saturday).
Clark as organist, will sing the in Murray. Immediately
Mrs. Hood, 86, died Friday anthem, "Praise Ye the following this program they
will return to Paris, Tenn. to
at 7:30 a.m. at the Murray- Lord."
Calloway County Hospial. Her
Church School will be at 9:30 have worship service at the
husband, Judge Richard Hall a.m. Sunday. The youth group Paris, SDA .C..harch at 11:00
All Murray State University
Hood.died ip October 1953. .
will also meet Sunday at 7 a.m.
students interested in the child
A fellowship meal ,,will studies minor should meet at
She is survived by two p.m.
follow this program in the 3:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 13, in
daughters,
Mrs.
Bill
fellowship area of the Pans the Ruby Simpson Child
Furgerson, Murray, and Mrs.
William Sisterhehn, _Albany,
Development Center, acGa.; two sons, Dr. Ober C.
cording to Dr. Charles R.
Hood, Springfield, Va.. and
May, chairman of the
Dr. Richard H. Hood, San
department.
Antonio. Texas; two sisters,
Holy Communion will be
Every student interested in
Mrs. R. L. Taylor and Mrs. E. celebrated at the 8:30 a.m.
kindergarten certification or
C. Parker, Arcadia, La.: one
worship services on Sunday.
learning about or working
brother, George 0. Thomas, Nov. 12, at St. John's I The Rev. George Gray, with young children in the
Ringgold, La.; 13 grand- Episcopal Church with the superintendent of, Jonathan field _ of early childhood
children: seven great gran- Rev. Stephen Davenport, Creek Baptist Assembly, will education should attend this
dchildren.
church pastor, as the speak at the 11 a.m. worship meeting with Dr. May and
celebrant.
services on Sunday, Nov. 12, other faculty members, Ms.
Acolytes will be Cathy at the Sinking Spring Baptist Ann Carr, Ms. Venda Gibson
Clark, Gus Moore. and Brian Church.
and Dr. Steve Shechtman.
Doyle. Mike Omelanuk and
At the morning hour, the
Steve Hale will be lay readers. Adult Choir, directed by
Ultiers will be Julie George Tommy ,Scstt with Mrs. Scott
and-Helen
as pianit and Mrs. JUT' Neale
Molting Prayer will beat_ as..ocganist, will sing "All My
The Grace Baptist Church
Regular worship services 9:45 a.m. and Church School Praise." James Key, deacon
will be held at the Seventh and and Adult Classes at 11 a.m. of the week, will assist in the - will hear the pastor, the Rev.
R. J.- Burpoe, speak at the
Poplar Church of Christ on on Sunday.
morning services.
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 12, with the
cahturtc
he
h pastor, the Rev.
worship services on Sunday,
speaker being John Dale.
Lawson Williamson, will Nov. 12.
His sermon at the 8:30 and
At the morning service.
1,0-7-40 a.m. services will be
.aa Sunday The-Youth, -evc,idt music wittbe-brferry
--An Things- Were'Made B Atikarthes_thapet_nersice
Chou—will meet at 5:30 p.m. Downey,Sylvia Rickman, and
Him" with scripture from
Sunday for practice and will Steve Smotherman who will
The Rev. Daniel Tucker will sing in the evening worship.
John 1:1-5, and at the 6 p.m.
sing "Going Home." Ronald
service will be "Summary On speak at the Martin's Chapel
Volunteer nursery workers Hardison will be music
Renewal" with scripture from United Methodist Church, on Will be Teresa Cunningham
director with Dwane Jones as
Sunday, Nov. 12 at 9:30 a.m. and Joann Windsor.
Romans 12:1-2.
organist and Anita Underhill
Rev. Tucker will speak an
Assisting in the services-wW
Sunday School will be at 10
be Johnny Bohannon, Owen the subject, "Did Jesus Teach a.m. and Church Training at 6 as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Moseley, Keith 'Boyle, Rick Stewardship."
p.m.
Robbie
Hale, Jimmy Hale,
The Church choir, directed
Spann, Thomas Schroeder,
Vicki Chadwick, Jerretta
Ted toward. Keith Farley, by Ralph Robertson with
Hardison, and Frances Wyatt.
Jerry Fulton, Bernice Wilferd, Ricky Cunningham as pianist,
Bus drivers will be Dwane
Johnson, Edgar will sing "Jesus Is Coming
Bobby
Jones and Jimmy Hale, but
Rowland, Jamie Potts, James Soon."
for bus information call Don
Mowery, John C. Steele,
The Sunday School hour will
The religious film, "The Hale.
Kenneth Grogan, Staff9rd follow the worship service at
Sunday School will be at 9:45
Miracle Of Our Lady of
Curd, and Amos Hill.
10:30 a.m!
a.m.
Prayer service and youth
Fatima,"
at
9
shown
will
be
The teen nursery helper will
The evening service will be
study group will meet Wedbe Sherri Roberson.
held with Good-Shepherd a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday,
Bible study will be held it United Methodist Church at 6 Nov. 12, at St. Leo's Catholic nesday at 7 p.m.- Church. This film is being
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.
p.m.
shown in lieu of the regular
religion classes, and the
public is invited, a church
"Monday and Tuesday"
spokesman said.
The speaker will be
At the 6:30 p.m. mass today
(Saturday) and at 8 a.m., 11 Talmadge Jones, minister for
a.m., and 4:30 p.m. masses on the prison, at the 10:30 a.m.
*SUPER DELICIOUS
Sunday, the pastor, the Rev. and 6 p.m. worship services on
Martin Mattingly, will speak Sunday, Nov. 12, at the
on the topic,"Worship On The University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
Pilgrimage" with scripture
*SOUTHERN
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
from Matthew 25:1-13.
J. T. Page, George Gallagher,
Gary 'Taylor, and Charles
Smotherrnon.
EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURES
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Keith Hays, BobPO
'
S Menu
byMartin, Gayle Hall, Danny
Dr. Harry Sparks will be the Claiborne, Jace Wilson,
Steve
Fish Fillet wooer 6 years
speaker at the 10:50 a.m. Welter, Jerry
F,rimm
Buckley,
worship services on Sunday, Charley Bazzell, and
Fish Fillet 6-10 yeara
George
, 99
Nov. 12, at the Memorial Gallagher.
Baptist Church, 10th and Main
Fried Chicken to years under ....99
Nursery supervisors will be
Streets,
Murray.
Kate Eldridge, Edith Sledd,
Hushpuppies. French Fries 8 Slaw
?real music will be by the Jane
Morganti, Bonnie
''Salad Bar — .50 with mew
Sanctuary Choir, directed by Garner, Anna
Faye Taylor,
T.. Lee with Margaret--and Jennifer Williams.
--Wilkins as. organist and
Bible study will be at 9:30
We Welcome The Opportunity te Dornonstroto our s*rvki
Sharon
Owens
as
pianist.
Don a.m. on Sunday.
and lopitohfy
Rogers will serve as deacon of
Open 4P.M. Each Day
- LAKE DATA
the week.
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.8. •
At the 7 p.m. service, the
Below dam 301.7 down-0.1.
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9
White, will be the speaker.
Church Teaching will be at up 0.1.
•Hw +41 N Murray.Ky
Below dam 302.8.
948 a.m. and Church Training
Sunset: 4:51. Sunrise: 6:31 '
it 8 p.m.

A concert of contemporary
duo-piano and percussion
ensemble music featuring
Bela Bartok's "Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion"
will be performed by faculty
and students of The University
of Tennessee at Martin on the
campus of Murray State
University on Thursday
evening, Nov. 16.
To begin at 8:15 p.m. the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will also include
works by Paul Creston,
13eru4giin Britten._ _Earl
.Hatch, A. Dolukanian, and
Dello Joio. It is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Composed by Bartok in
Budapest during the summer
of 1937, the sonata will be
performed by Allison Nelson
and Robert Stewart on piano
and Nancy Mathesen and Joe
Hodge as percussionists.
Ms. Nelson, a child prodigy
in her native Australia, was a
student of Rudolf Serkin at the
Curtis
Institute
in

Gymnastic Team To Visit Local
Seventh-day Adventist Church

funeral is Sunday

Presbyterians Will
Rear Recitibatin

Mrs. Don (Mary Jane) Sine
will be the special guest
preacher for Woman's Day on
Sunday, Nov. 12, at 10:45 a.m.
at the First Christian Church.
The guest speaker is the
immediate past president of
Church
Christian
the
I Disciples of Christ) in
Kentucky. She is past
chairman of the Board of the
Middletown Christian Church
in Louisville and serves as an
elder.

MSU Plans Minor
In Child Studies

Plans Communion

Grace Church Will
-Hear Pastor Speak

Services Planned

Rev. Tucker Speaker

sra
Pike

Catholic Church To
See Film On Sunday

$349

Fried Chicken

$1"

Seven Seas
Restaurant

•-•
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greeters. Elders will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Frank
Wainscott with Voris Wells,
Jim Boone, Dr. Ron Cella,
Darrel McFerron, and Fred
Wells as deacons.
The Church Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with
Maxine Clark as organist, will
sing the anthem, "0 Rest in
the Lord." The flowers on the
communion table will be
furnished by the Wear-Helm
Service Circle Class in
memory of deceased members.
At the vesper service at 6
p.m. Sunday, Ken Heintselman will give a minisermon, -and the Jeff Koch
singing group made up of
Patty Ungethum, Beverly
Creek, Randy Suggs, and
'Koch will lead in songs and
special music.
The youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m.for supper and at 6
p.m. for meetings. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.,
elders will meet at 6:30 p.m.,
and Church board at 7 p.m.

Methodist Church Plans Special
Stewardship Program For -Week

.

Dr. Sparks Speaker
At Memorial Church

Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been going to a doctor
for my weight problem for
two months now. He has
been giving me diet pills and
thyroid pills. When I started
going to him I weighed 160
pounds. Noirilim down to 142
pounds in a period of seven
weeks.
Everyone has been telling
me that the thyroiclpilis will
mess up my system. Before
going to this doctor I tried to
diet myself and had no kick.
I want to lose at least 26
pounds. I am 24 years old
and 5-feet-6. Also, before
taking these pills I was on a
1000 calorie diet for one
month and lost one-and-ahalf pounds. This is very
discouraging. Please help.
DEAR READER — I'm
glad to hear you're having
some success with your
weight control and you are
correct in losing weight under a doctor's supervision,
particularly if you've had so
much trouble in losing
weight with your, own
efforts.
I don't believe you should
try to lose weight any faster
than you are. If you have
really lost 18 pounds in seven
weeks, that's an average of:
more than two pounds a
week and that's too fast for a
prolonged period of time.
Fortunately, the initial
weight loss was probably
related to water loss and
eniptying out the digestive
system so the actual loss of
body fat may not be as great
as you think.
There are only a few people who have low thyroid
function and do better when
they receive thyroid
replacement. The truth is
that most people who have
trouble losing weight have
perfectly normal thyroid

"Church Growth Is The will be able to give to the
Point" will be the subject of church during the coming
the sermon by the Rev. Dr. year.
The Church Choir, directed
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., at the
8:45 and 10;50 a.m. worship by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
services on Sunday, Nov. 12,— Richard Farrell as organist,
at the_First United Methodiati_will sing_ the _ anthem,
------14seasures--Itt-- Herten."
ChurelL--Dr. Mischke urges at- Karen Jackson will sing a
tendance at the service on solo, "Follow Me," at both
Sunday designated as a "day services.
Church School will be held
of loyalty." This will continue
in the "Pony Express" at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
stewardship program as more
than 600 families of the First
Church will continue to be
saddlebag-carrying "trail
basses" and "route riders"
next-. week in the church's
stewardship program.
The First Baptist Church
Harold Doran, general
manager of the campaign, will hold regular worship
services at 10:45 a.m. and 7
said 55 leaders of the church
p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 12, with
will supervise'the relaying of
saddlebags containing the the pastor, the Rev: Dr. Bill
names of 10 church families. Whittaker, to speak on "Take
Heaven Now" in the morning
Dr. Mischke said that each
member is asked simply to and on "I Am The Way" at the
estimate the amount he or she evening hour.
His scriptures will be from
John 3:16, I John 5:11-12, and
John 14:1-7.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will sing
a solo at the morning hour
with the Church Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley,
minister of music, with Joan
The Sunday School. of the Bowker as organist and Doug
Grove Vancil as pianist, to sing. Mr.
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyterian Halley will sing a solo at the
Church will meet at 10:00 a.m. evening service and direct the
Sunday. Study of the Fourth Ladies' Choir in special
Commandment, 'Reverence music.
for The Sabbath,' will take up
G. T. Moody, minister of
the class time, according to education, and Dr. Lloyd
Sunday School Superin- Jacks, deacon of the week,
tendent, Jimmy Cochran.
will assist in the services.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Following the evening
Dewayne Franklin, will speak services at 8:30 p.m., a special
on the subject, "What Is The' .concert of music will be
Church and Why Go to It?" in presented by the touring
the morning worship hour at group called Truth. The public
11:00 a.m.
is invited.
5 p.m, the CPYF meets
Volunteer nursery workers
and all members-are urged to wili be Miipirt Mrs. Rey
be present so that plans can'be Clark, Mr-i7-David Travis,
made for a short play to be Mrs. Richard Poe, Mrs.
produced for Thanksgiving. Din-wood Beatty, Miss Lynn
The pastor's 6 p.m. message (Beatty, Miss Pat Schrnelter,
will be "Confessing the Mrs. Joe Resroat, Miss Dana
Lordship of Christ."
English, Mrs. Martha Boyden,
North Pleasant Grove and Miss Susan Shelton.
Church is located on the Roy
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Gratiam'Road off Highway 121 a.m. and Church Training will
North.
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Thyroid pills and dieting
function and in these people,
giving them thyroid pills is
of little help.
I'M not sure what kind of
diet pills you are taking. If
they're used to suppress
your appetite, you should be
carefully monitored by your
doctor if they_ara_ta be
continued at all.
In the last analysis, you
have not upset the basic
laws of nature. Yo,u can
neither create nor destroy
energy. If your body was not
using very many calories at
rest because you had a low
thyroid, then the addition of
thyroid may have helped
solve that problem.
I would also like to suggest
a regular daily exercise program, particularly , while
you're on the diet. It will
• help protect you from many
of the undesirable effects
that tan occur with dieting. I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 4-7, Weight
Losing Dietybecause it gives
you a well balanced diet that
you can use as a basis for
satisfactory,weight control.
'Other readers who want
"thii issue can -send 50 cents
- with a Icing, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Address your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
'P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
You are going to have to
learn enough about diet and
develop proper dietary habits while you're losing
weight or it will all come
right back as soon as you're
off your regime and return
to your previous eating habits. The key to eliminating
obesity and staying thin is
learning ereper nut,
and daily habits, particularly exercise, and then following them not for a few
months but for a lifetime.
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SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY NIGHTS
between 8 and 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 13 and 14th

GET A GIFT WITH ANY
'35 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Salta will have favors for the kiddies
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Baptist Church To
Hear Dr. Whittaker
And 'Truth' Sing

Talmadge Jones To
Speak Here Sunday Pleasant Grove To
Hear Pastor Speak
At Church Sunday

Landlubber Specials
Sirloin Steak

Mts. Sine and her husband
are serving as the resource
leaders for the Shepherding
Program for the forum being
held today.' They will meet
with the elders of the Murray
congregation for a breakfast
meeting Sunday at 8 a.m. for a
question and answer session
on the role of the elders in the
Shepherding Program.
Betty Riley will be the
• worship leader on Sunday with
- Amy Roos as candle lighter,
and Mrs. Clem Moore and
Mrs. Frank Wainscott as

Rev. George Grey
Speaker Sunday
At Sinking Spring'

Church Of Christ

include Johayna Barker,'
and jazz band.
Melody Jenkins and Susan Curtis Choate, Edward'
Taylor, piano students.of Ms. Sargent, Lon Vier, Alan
4ielsoq, and Dale Aston, Vincent, Kathy Wagner,
percuision student of Ms. Kathleen Walsh, and Bill
Matheson, will be featured Watkins, in addition to Aston,
performers in the concert. The Hodge, and Ms. Mathesen as
percussion ensemble wW director.

Mrs. Don Sine Will Be Speaker
At Christian Church On Sunday

For Mrs. Mary Hood

Episcopal.thurch

Philadelphia and later gained
renown as a duo-piano artist
with tier husband, the late
Harry Neal. She has been
Artist-in-Reakisset at UT
Martin for the past eight
years.
Stewart, who earned the
M.M. degree in piano at Drake
University, is an associate
professor of piano at UT
Martin. He has been a
member of the faculty since
1957.
Ms. Mathesen is an
assistant professor in percussian and theory at UT
Martin and has been active
there as a conductor and
performer since 1966. She
earned the M.M. degree in
percussion at North Texas
State.
Hodge, a senior percussion
major at UT Martin, has been
cited as an outstanding music
major by the department. He
play solo recitals in both his
sophomore and junior years,
as well as performing in
percussion ensemble, band,
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